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Preface

The aim of this thesis was to study the protonation equilibria and the reaction mechanism
of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease (HIV-1 PR).

Properties of large biomolecular systems such as enzymes are often described theoret-
ically using the methods of molecular mechanics (MM) or molecular dynamics (MD). In
these methods atomic nuclei are represented as classical point-like particles that move on
the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface corresponding to the ground electronic
state. In MM methods such a surface is approximated by a sum of simple analytical func-
tions that describe effective interactions between nuclei. This approximation is, however,
not suitable for studying chemical reactions because it does not allow for rearrangement
of chemical bonds on-line with a dynamical simulation.

The approach often used while studying time-dependent chemical processes in large
biological structures is to divide the system into separate regions and characterize them at
various approximation levels. Generally, the most important part of an enzymatic system
is a fragment of a substrate and residues of an active site directly involved in catalysis.
The surrounding atoms which influence the active site through steric constraints and elec-
trostatic interactions can be treated by computationally less expensive MM methods using
a classical force field. The active site atoms1 however, must be treated more rigorously by
quantum-mechanical (QM) methods such as ab initio or density functional theories (DFT)
to describe atom-atom interactions more precisely.

All proteins contain residues which are capable of exchanging protons with their en-
vironment. This process depends on pH and determines the electrostatic properties of
enzymes. The charge distribution plays a crucial role in functioning of an enzyme. It
contributes to steering the substrate near the active site and stabilizing possible transition
states. It influences the binding of ligands and catalysis. Thus, while performing theoret-
ical calculations starting from an X-ray structure, as this was the case, one has to model
properly the number and positions of hydrogens attached to some heavy atoms. This
may not be determined from crystallographic studies due to small electron density of the
hydrogen protons which location is unclear at the resolution of a typical X-ray structure.
As the electrostatic behaviour of enzymes is influenced by the pH of the medium it is
primarily important in the calculations to determine the number and precise location of
covalently bound hydrogens (more loosely protons). The number of hydrogens attached
to aliphatic carbons and peptide nitrogens results from their hybridization. Therefore,
in the modelled protein one has to determine mainly the protonation states of the ioniz-
able (titratable) residues. Even though experimental ionization constants (pKas) for amino
acids in the water environment are determined, the apparent pKas of titratable groups in
proteins may not necessarily correspond to that measured for model compounds. Hence,

1The word atoms does not apply to an isolated atom but to a set or collection of nuclei and electrons in a
molecular environment.
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if electrostatic characteristics of the protein are to be considered, precise placement of
hydrogens is essential for further computational studies of the system.

As the molecular model of the protein build up in this study was based on crystallo-
graphic data, additional information about protonation, not provided by X-ray structures,
was required. Therefore, the first part of this thesis concentrates on predicting ionization
states of titratable residues for the modelled enzyme. The object of the study is the human
immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease (HIV-1 PR). This enzyme most probably promotes
an acid-base catalysis and its activity requires the catalytic residues to acquire appropriate
protonation states [1, 2]. The cases studied included free HIV-1 PR, HIV-1 PR complexed
with a model substrate, and HIV-1 PR complexed with four competitive inhibitors. The
approach used was based on the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) model of the protein-solvent
system and the finite-difference method of solving the PB equation.

In the second Chapter the aim was to parameterize, within the approximate valence
bond (AVB) formalism [3], the potential energy surface to characterize possible paths of
the enzymatic reaction catalysed by HIV-1 PR. An empirical version of the valence bond
(VB) method was first proposed by Warshel [4] to describe energy surfaces for enzymatic
reactions. The similar AVB approach uses ab initio type of calculations and applies a
different parameterization strategy [3]. This allows calculating of the Born-Oppenheimer
energy surface for the nuclei in an enzyme active site. The method was coupled with a
classical force field description of the rest of the enzyme. It may be used in microscopic
classical or quantum-classical molecular dynamics (MD/AVB or QCMD/AVB) simulations
of enzymatic processes. The QCMD/AVB was successfully applied for simulations of the
whole enzymatic reaction catalysed by phospholipase A2 [5, 6].

The third Chapter describes the MD/AVB calculations used to investigate the reaction
mechanism of HIV-1 PR since there are many questions that had not yet been solved regard-
ing this process. First, typical energy minimization and thermalization of the HIV-1 PR
complexed with a model substrate was performed. The potential energy surface included
the AVB parameters in the active centre and standard Gromos’96 [7] force field description
for the rest of the enzyme. Second, the classical MD/AVB calculations of the system were
carried out. They did not lead to the transition of the substrate due to the fact that most
enzymatic reactions occur on a time scale much larger than 1ns (typical time scale for MD
simulations). To check if the AVB description properly characterizes the interactions in the
active centre and whether they allow for the reaction, the force driven molecular dynamics
calculations were performed. The system was forced through a barrier on a shorter time
scale than in reality and the first step of the reaction occurred. Next, the following proton
transfer was modelled in the MD/AVB simulations. Various molecular conformations as
transition states were tested.

I am the coauthor of four publications which have been already published in four jour-
nals (see [8, 9, 10, 11]). The papers include the results of the first and second Chapter. I
also presented those results as 11 communications at domestic and international confer-
ences. The AVB parameterization was the subject of a talk that I gave at XIIIth International
Biophysics Congress held in New Delhi in 1999. The results presented in the last Chapter
are also being prepared for publication.
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Chapter I

Protonation Equilibria in HIV-1
Protease

1.1 HIV-1 Protease its Function and Structure

1.1.1 Enzymatic System

The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 protease (HIV-1 PR) is one of the three enzymes
encoded by the viral genome. It exhibits its main role during the course of viral maturation.
HIV-1 protease processes the gag and pol polyproteins, which further generate important
viral enzymes and structural proteins, including HIV-1 PR itself. Human immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV) is a causative agent of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)
disease. It was observed that virions that lack HIV-1 protease are non-infectious [12].
Hence agents that inhibit this enzyme are used to treat patients infected with the virus
and may be crucial in chemotherapy of AIDS.

Figure 1.1: Secondary structure of the two subunits of HIV-1 protease.
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CHAPTER I. PROTONATION EQUILIBRIA IN HIV-1 PROTEASE

Figure 1.2: Cα traces of the native HIV-1 protease and in the complex with the MVT-101
inhibitor [14].

HIV-1 protease acts and crystallises as a homo-dimer, with 99 residues in each monomer,
one related to the other by a crystallographic twofold axis (see Figure 1.1). β-strands dom-
inate the secondary structure of the enzyme. There is only one short α-helix in each
monomer. The substrate cleavage site is situated at the interface between identical, adja-
cent subunits. It involves a pair of a catalytic triad, Asp-Thr-Gly, which identifies HIV-1 PR
as an aspartyl protease. The two aspartyl side chains, one from each monomer, are closely
apposed and form a symmetric dyad [13]. The binding site has a shape of an extended
ravine formed by both monomers and perpendicular to the twofold C2v symmetry axis
of the dimer. It can accommodate six to eight amino acids, which bind in an extended β
conformation. The specifity is broad but hydrophobic residues are preferred. The entry
to the ravine is controlled by two flexible flaps which form a gate for an approaching
ligand (see Figure 1.2). Each flap has a β-hairpin form maintained by several hydrogen
bonds. There are four hydrophobic pockets inside the side walls of the ravine. Binding
of a substrate or inhibitor induces substantial conformational changes in the flaps which
tips move during this process as far as 7 Å. The area of the monomer-monomer interface
constitutes nearly one third of the solvent accessible surface of each monomer [8].

1.1.2 Reaction Mechanism

HIV-1 PR catalyses the cleavage of peptide bonds. There have been several proposals for
the reaction mechanism [15, 1, 16, 2, 17]. However, most studies e.g. [1, 2] indicate an
acid-base mechanism in which the peptide bond hybridization is changed from sp2 to sp3

through a nucleophilic attack on its carbonyl group by a lytic water molecule. The activity
of this enzyme varies with pH to yield a “bell-shaped” graph of the catalytic constant
versus pH with a maximum at pH ∼ 5− 6 [1, 18]. The customary explanation of this fact

2



1.1. HIV-1 PROTEASE ITS FUNCTION AND STRUCTURE

is that the active form is monoprotonated and exists only at intermediate pH (the dyad is
fully protonated at low pH and fully deprotonated at high pH). The proposed mechanism
is presented in Figure 1.3. First, a hydrogen transfer occurs (Fig. 1.3.1) between the lytic
water molecule and Asp1251 followed by the nucleophilic attack of the resulting hydroxy
anion on the peptide bond carbon. Secondly, proton transfer between Asp25 and the
carbonyl oxygen of the peptide bond occurs followed by or together with a conformational
transition of the C–N bond allowing the nitrogen lone pair to accept the hydrogen of
Asp125 (Fig. 1.3.3). Next, the C–N bond breaks and the hydrogen is transferred between
one of the hydroxyl groups of the tetrahedral intermediate onto Asp25 (Fig. 1.3.4).

1Residues of one monomer are usually numbered 1–99 and of the other 101–199.

Figure 1.3: One of the proposed reaction mechanisms. 1. Enzyme reaction centre: catalytic
aspartates (25 and 125), peptide bond and lytic water molecule. 2. Tetrahedral intermediate
following HW2 transfer between water molecule and OD2 of Asp125, nucleophilic attack
of the resulting hydroxy anion (OW–HW1) on the peptide carbon (C), and HD2 transfer
between Asp25 and the carbonyl oxygen of the peptide bond. 3. An anti-gauche to gauche
transition of the C–N bond allowing the nitrogen lone pair to accept HW2 proton of
Asp125. 4. C–N bond rupture and hydrogen transfer between one of the hydroxyl groups
of the tetrahedral intermediate onto Asp25. Balls represent carbon atoms bonded to other
fragments of the protein or the substrate.

3



CHAPTER I. PROTONATION EQUILIBRIA IN HIV-1 PROTEASE

1.2 Computer Modelling of Protonation Equilibria in HIV-1 Pro-
tease

1.2.1 Introduction

The ability of protein residues to exchange protons with their environment and the depen-
dence of this process on pH influences the electrostatic properties of enzymes. At extreme
values of pH, for instance, proteins unfold and enzymes cease to function. The rate of en-
zymatic catalysis and also the binding of inhibitors, as has been observed experimentally,
depends upon pH. These processes are therefore thermodynamically linked to protonation
states of the system. Protonation states of ionizable residues determine the overall charge
distribution of enzymes. This distribution may play a crucial role in the reaction path
e.g. drawing the substrate near the active site or stabilizing possible transition states. Also
the appropriate protonation state of active site residues is often required to activate an
enzyme because most enzymes contain residues that promote acid-base catalysis. More-
over, the protonation state of ionizable residues surrounding the active site may also be
important since their electrostatic field can stabilize transition states of the reaction path.
The properties of HIV-1 PR are also affected by pH. The activity of this enzyme varies with
pH and is peaked at pH ∼ 5 − 6 [1, 18]. Studies of the pH dependence of the kinetics of
HIV-1 PR have been used to deduce the titration behaviour of the active site aspartyl dyad.
These studies yield two distinct pKas for the dyad in the free enzyme [1, 18, 19]. Compet-
itive inhibitors of HIV-1 PR bind in the active site, displacing water and forming contacts
with the carboxyl groups of the dyad. As a consequence, they also can alter the pKas of
the dyad. So studies of protonation states of the residues of HIV-1 PR are essential for
further modelling of its properties e.g. molecular dynamics. The computations directed
at elucidating the changes in protonation of the dyad when inhibitors or substrates bind
are presented in this Chapter. The Poisson-Boltzmann model of electrostatic interactions
is used to compute the apparent pKas of the dyad and other titratable amino acids; in
the free enzyme, in complex with a model substrate, and in complexes with four different
inhibitors. The calculations are based upon X-ray structures of the free enzyme and the
enzyme-inhibitor complexes, and the results are compared with available experimental
data.

1.2.2 Modelled Systems

The present study uses the PB method to compute the protonation states of the aspartyl
dyad of free HIV-1 PR, HIV-1 PR complexed with a model substrate and of HIV-1 PR
complexed with four inhibitors that interact intimately with the aspartyl dyad. One cationic
inhibitor, MVT-101 [14] (Figure 1.4), contains a basic secondary amine that lies within
3− 4 Å of the carboxyl oxygens of the aspartyl dyad [14, 20]. The second inhibitor is the
asymmetric inhibitor KNI-272 [21] (Figure 1.5), a peptidomimetic transition state mimic.
The other two inhibitors, DMP-323 [22], and XK-263 [23] (Figure 1.6), are electrically neutral
cyclic ureas with two hydroxyl groups that hydrogen bond to the carboxyls of the dyad [23].
These four inhibitors leave no room for bulk solvent at the dyad.

The enzyme-substrate complex was prepared using the crystallographic structure of
HIV-1 PR complexed with MVT-101 inhibitor [N-acetyl-Thr-Ile-Nleu-Ψ[CH2NH2]-Nleu-
Gln-Arg-amide] [20]. This inhibitor was constructed on the basis of the hydrolyzed X/p9
junction [Thr-Ile-Met-/-Met-Gln-Arg] of the HIV-1 polyprotein. Hence, to mimic a sub-

4



1.2. COMPUTER MODELLING OF PROTONATION EQUILIBRIA IN HIV-1 PROTEASE

Figure 1.4: The cationic, asymmetric inhibitor MVT-101 (N-acetyl-Thr-Ile-NLeu-Ψ[CH2-
NH2]-NLeu-Gln-Arg-amide).

Figure 1.5: The neutral, asymmetric inhibitor KNI-272.

Figure 1.6: Three symmetric cyclic urea inhibitors of HIV-1 PR. DMP-323: R=p-
(hydroxymethyl)benzyl. XL-075: R=benzyl. XK-263: R=2-naphthylmethyl.

strate, each norleucine of the MVT-101 inhibitor was replaced by a methionine, and the
reduced Ψ[CH2NH2] link was modified into a regular peptide bond. The (cata)lytic water
was also added to the structure as it was not observed in the HIV-1 PR : MVT-101 complex.
This is probably due to the fact that transition state analogues have no space for water
molecule next to the catalytic aspartic acid residues.

1.2.3 Methods

The bases of the method for predicting the protonation states of titratable residues applied
herein have been described previously [24, 25, 26, 27]. This Section reports briefly on the
method and shows the modifications and improvements which had to be applied to treat
properly the protonation equilibria in HIV-1 protease.

5



CHAPTER I. PROTONATION EQUILIBRIA IN HIV-1 PROTEASE

Theoretical Method

Absolute ionization constants (pKas) of titratable groups in proteins cannot be predicted
reliably therefore the method predicts only the pKa shifts from experimental values deter-
mined for model compounds in water. The problem of a protonation state of a group in
the protein is considered referring to the protonation of that group in water. The influence
of the protein medium on the pKa of a residue is accounted for and calculated as a shift
from experimental value.

Generally, protonation is described by the acidic dissociation constant, Ka. Such disso-
ciation constant is related to the equilibrium concentrations of the species and the standard
free energy change ∆G◦

w by the equation

exp(
−∆G◦

w

RT
) =

[A−][H+]
[AH]

= Ka (1.1)

where index w refers to water environment; R is the gas constant and T is the absolute
temperature. Introducing the definition of pKa

pK(w)
a = − log10 Ka (1.2)

and transforming equation 1.1 one gets

pK(w)
a =

1
2.303RT

∆G◦
w. (1.3)

To find a formula for the pKa of a group in a protein environment, pK(p)
a , it is convenient

to refer to a thermodynamic cycle shown in Figure 1.7.

AH(w)
∆G◦

w

A−(w) + H+(w)

A−(p) + H+(w)

∆GA−

transfer
∆GAH

transfer

AH(p)
∆G◦

p

Figure 1.7: Thermodynamic cycle showing the free energy contributions to the pKas of
molecule AH in water (w) and in the protein (p).

From the cycle the following relation is obtained:

0 = ∆G0
p −∆GA−

transfer −∆GAH
transfer + ∆G0

w. (1.4)

Transforming the above using equations analogous to 1.1 – 1.3, pK(p)
a can be calculated as

pK(p)
a = pK(w)

a +
∆GA−

transfer −∆GAH
transfer

2.303RT
= pK(w)

a +
∆GAH,A−

protein −∆GAH,A−

water

2.303RT
(1.5)

where pK(w)
a is the pKa in an aqueous state obtained from experiment, ∆GAH,A−

protein and

∆GAH,A−

water are the free energy differences between protonated (AH) and deprotonated (A−)

6



1.2. COMPUTER MODELLING OF PROTONATION EQUILIBRIA IN HIV-1 PROTEASE

states in the protein and in water, respectively. As it is simpler to determine the free energy
difference between structures that are more similar and in the same environment, the terms
appearing in the second equality of the above equation, instead of transfer energies, are
used in the calculations.

However, the above equation refers only to one ionizable group and it does not allow
to calculate the ionization constant of a group in protein, pK(p)

a , since proteins posses
many titratable residues and the multiple ionization problem appears. If a group has two
possible ionization states (either protonated or deprotonated), one has to deal with 2M

possible states (M being the number of ionizable groups). According to first principles
the evaluation of the average pH-dependent properties of a protein would require the
knowledge of its energies in all possible ionization states. The subsequent evaluation of
the average property would then be based on the Boltzmann’s distribution. But for most
systems of interest the total number of ionization states is extremely large and some other
more efficient methods must be used instead of enumerating all possible states. This task
can be treated, e.g. with a Monte Carlo algorithm [28]. Assuming one has a formula for
calculating the Gibbs free energy (∆G) of the protein dependent on pH and its protonation
state. The most probable protonation states are then evaluated by changing (in each Monte
Carlo step) the protonation states instead of coordinates. This ∆G may be introduced in
the following way. Using the definition of pH

pH = − log10[H
+] (1.6)

the second equality of equation 1.1 can be converted to the form

log10

[A−]
[AH]

= pH− pK(w)
a . (1.7)

Assuming that the concentrations are proportional to the probabilities of being in a given
state, and with the use of the Boltzmann’s distribution one can write,

[A−]
[AH]

= exp(
−∆G
RT

). (1.8)

Hence, the free energy change of an ionization of a single state is obtained as

∆G = 2.303RT (pH− pK(w)
a ) (1.9)

where ∆G can be considered as the free energy level of the protonated state (AH) relative
to the deprotonated one (A−) [29]. Similar expression may be used for a titratable site in
the protein.

The method for calculating apparent pKas in the protein environment is based on these
energy levels with the knowledge of pK(w)

a . The method assumes that the response of the
protein to protonation or deprotonation of each residue is linear. Considering a protein
with M ionizable sites, its free energy in a given ionization state may be expressed as a
sum of the above energy terms. If the neutral state of all ionizable residues is chosen as the
reference state, the free energy of the ionization state (x1, ..., xM ) of the whole molecule is

∆G(pH, x1, ..., xM ) = 2.303RT
M∑
i=1

xiγi(pH− pK(p)
i ) (1.10)

7



CHAPTER I. PROTONATION EQUILIBRIA IN HIV-1 PROTEASE

where xi is 1 when the group is ionized, and 0 when it is neutral; γi is +1 for bases, and
−1 for acids.

The last equation can be expressed as a sum of the standard free energy change of ioniz-
ing a single molecule in water taking into account the influence of the protein environment
in terms of interaction free energy matrix ‖Gij‖

∆G(pH, x1, ..., xM ) = 2.303RT
M∑
i=1

xiγi(pH− pK(w)
i ) +

M∑
i=1

xiGii +
M−1∑
i=1

M∑
j=i+1

xixjGij . (1.11)

A symmetric ‖Gij‖ matrix of interaction free energies among the ionizable groups may
be constructed based on another assumption that the difference in protonation behaviour
of a group in solution and in the protein is purely electrostatic in origin. Each diagonal
electrostatic free energy interaction matrix element is a self-energy term; the work of ion-
izing group i in the protein with all other groups neutral, relative to the work of ionizing
that group in solution, i.e.

Gii = ∆Gelectrostatic
protein,i −∆Gelectrostatic

model,i (1.12)

where
∆Gelectrostatic

model,i = W
(ionized)
model,i −W

(neutral)
model,i (1.13)

and
∆Gelectrostatic

protein,i = W
(ionized)
protein,i −W

(neutral)
protein,i . (1.14)

Index model refers to a model compound in water. W is the energy necessary to
assemble the whole set of n point charges in an arbitrary dielectric body, with dielectric
constant of ε2, immersed in an infinite medium with another dielectric constant of ε1,
assuming no field-dependence of the dielectric permittivity [30].

W =
1
2

n∑
i=1

qiφi (1.15)

where φi is the electrostatic potential at the location of the charge qi, and is considered to
be the sum of the Coulombic potentials due to all other charges except the charge on i,
plus the total reaction field at the location of charge i. W is calculated for appropriate set
of point charges representing the neutral and the ionized form of a residue in its isolated
state and as a titratable group in protein.

The non-diagonal matrix element Gij , i.e. the interaction energy, between sites i and j
is expressed as:

Gij = ∆Gelectrostatic
protein,i,j − (∆Gelectrostatic

protein,i + ∆Gelectrostatic
protein,j ) (1.16)

where
∆Gelectrostatic

protein,i,j = W
(ionized)
protein,i,j −W

(neutral)
protein,i,j . (1.17)

∆Gelectrostatic
protein,i,j has a similar meaning as ∆Gelectrostatic

protein,i in equation 1.14 but both sites, i and
j, are ionized. Gij is the change in the work of ionizing group i that results when group
j is in its ionized form.
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1.2. COMPUTER MODELLING OF PROTONATION EQUILIBRIA IN HIV-1 PROTEASE

Poisson-Boltzmann Model

Calculations of electrostatic potentials required for evaluating the ionization and interac-
tion energies are based on the Poisson-Boltzmann model of electrostatic interactions. The
foundation of the PB model constitutes the fundamental equation of electrostatics, differ-
ential Poisson equation that describes the electrostatic potential Φ(r) in a medium with a
dielectric scalar field ε(r) and with a charge density ρ(r)

∇ · ε(r)∇Φ(r) = −4πρ(r). (1.18)

When one deals with a macromolecule (in this case the protein) immersed in an aque-
ous medium with mobile ions, the charge density ρ(r) can be separated into two compo-
nents:

ρ(r) = ρf
int + ρm

ext (1.19)

where ρf
int describes the interior charge distribution of the fixed (f ) positions of all the

charges in the protein and ρm
ext is a mobile (m) exterior charge density modelled by a

Boltzmann distribution. Equation 1.18 takes the form

∇ · ε(r)∇Φ(r) = −4π

[
ρf

int(r) + λ(r)
∑

i

qini exp(−qiΦ(r)/kT )

]
(1.20)

where ni is the bulk number density of type-i ions, qi is the ionic charge, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and λ equals 1 for ion-accessible regions and 0 elsewhere.

Linearizing the exponential terms in the mobile charge distribution and assuming equal
number of positively and negatively charged ions one obtains

∇ · ε(r)∇Φ(r) = −4π

[
ρf

int(r) + λ(r)
∑

i

qiniqiΦ(r)/kT )

]
. (1.21)

Next, the modified Debye-Hückel parameter is introduced

κ̄2 =
4π
∑

i niq
2
i

kT
=

8πe2NAI

1000kT
(1.22)

where NA is the Avogadro constant, e the charge of an electron, and I the ionic strength.
The ionic strength is represented as

I = 1/2
∑

i

ciz
2
i (1.23)

where ci and zi are the molar concentration and the valency of the mobile ions, respectively.
Introducing κ̄2 in 1.21 one obtains the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation where

the protein is represented as a low dielectric medium containing fixed charges and the
solvent is represented as a medium of dielectric constant of 80 which contains mobile ions
that screen the fixed charges according to the Debye-Hückel model

∇ · ε(r)∇φ(r) = −4πρint(r) + λ(r)κ̄2φ(r). (1.24)

The charges are usually located at nucleic positions determined by X-ray crystallographic
methods or high-resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.

9
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Figure 1.8: Main elements of the finite-difference method used for the solution of the
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Associated with each grid point (with a spacing of h Å ) is
a charge (q), Debye-Hückel inverse length (κ), and the electrostatic potential (φ) solved for
each grid point. A value for the dielectric constant (ε) is associated with the midpoints of
the lines between the grid points.

For more details about this equation one may see [31, 32, 33, 34]. The linearized PB
equation usually must be solved numerically. A finite-difference method as implemented
in the University of Houston Brownian Dynamics (UHBD) program [35, 36] was used to
solve the equation and to calculate the self- and interaction-energies of the ionizable groups
in protein.

The finite-difference approximation involves mapping of the molecule onto a three-
dimensional cubic grid (see Figure 1.8). The atomic charges are partitioned to the eight
grid points that form the cube around the actual charge location according to the tri-linear
weighting function. The fractional charge assigned to that grid point is

q0 = q(1− a)(1− b)(1− c) (1.25)

where a, b, and c are the fractional distances along the grid axes giving the actual location
of charge q from the grid point.

Continuous functions are approximated by distinct values at regular grid points which
represent an appropriate average of the continuous function over the volume surrounding
the given point. Equation 1.24 is integrated over the volume occupied by the cube shown
in Figure 1.8.

The Gauss’ theorem is applied (
∫
V (∇·A)dv =

∮
Σ A·ndσ), derivatives are approximated

by the ratio of the differences, continuous functions (ε, Φ, ρ) are approximated by distinct
functions at certain points of the cubic grid (see Figure 1.8). The following equation relating
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the potentials, charges and dielectric constants is obtained

h2
6∑

i=1

εi(φi − φo)
h

= −4πqo + λ(ro)κ̄2φoh
3. (1.26)

Equation (1.26) represents the basis of the finite-difference method [37, 38, 39, 40]. It
shows that the electrostatic potential at each point is linearly related to the potentials at
the neighbouring points and must be found by an iteration method.

Modelling the Ionization Processes

Ionization refers to a process of loosing or accepting a proton. Two different Poisson-
Boltzmann titration models for neutral and ionized forms of titratable groups are used in
this study. The two models differ in the treatment of the charge changes that occur upon
ionization, and in the dielectric constant assigned to the molecular interior. The single-
site/20 titration model [24] includes all the partial atomic charges of the neutral form of
each ionizable group, but treats ionization as an addition of a single ± 1 point-charge to
one central atom. This single-site/20 model works well when is used with an internal
dielectric constant of 20.

The full-charge/4 model [25] provides a more realistic description of the charge changes
associated with ionization. The force field charges assigned to the neutral form of each
ionizable group are replaced by the full set of partial charges describing the ionized form.
Since more details are included than in the single-site/20 method this model is used with
a solute dielectric constant of 4.

Examples of both models are shown in Table 1.1 for aspartic acid. The polar-hydrogen-
only atomic charges are taken from the CHARMm22 [41, 42] parameter set. The atomic radii
are taken from the OPLS parameter set [43] for the single-site/20 model, and from the
PARSE parameter set developed by Honig and coworkers [44] for the full-charge/4 model.

Table 1.1: Neutral and charged parameter set used for aspartic acid residue in the single-
site/20 and full-charge/4 titration models.

Asp single-site/20 full-charge/20

Atom name neutral charged neutral charged

q r q r q r q r
N -0.350 1.625 -0.350 1.625 -0.400 1.500 -0.400 1.500
H 0.250 1.200 0.250 1.200 0.400 1.000 0.400 1.000
CA 0.100 1.900 0.100 1.900 0.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
CB 0.000 1.952 0.000 1.952 0.000 2.000 0.000 2.000
CG 0.700 1.875 0.700 1.875 0.000 2.000 0.100 1.700
OD1 -0.550 1.480 -0.550 1.480 -0.495 1.400 -0.550 1.400
OD2 -0.400 1.480 -1.400 1.480 -0.490 1.400 -0.550 1.400
HD 0.250 1.200 0.250 1.200 0.435 1.000 0.000 0.000
C 0.550 1.875 0.550 1.875 0.550 1.700 0.550 1.700
O -0.550 1.480 -0.550 1.480 -0.550 1.400 -0.550 1.400
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When the residue is considered neutral, the atomic charges and radii have values as in
the neutral parameter set, when it is considered ionized, the atomic charges and radii have
values taken from a charged parameter set. For the full-charge/4 method in the charged
form of the aspartic acid residue, both the charge and the radius of the HD atom are set
to zero.

Electrostatic Calculations

The method described herein can be applied to proteins with coordinates of heavy atoms
established by solving the three-dimensional structures crystallographically or by multidi-
mensional NMR spectroscopy, or generated via homology modelling. For the purpose of
the Poisson-Boltzmann approach, the coordinates of hydrogens need to be established. It
is questionable which method to use to initially place them and if all of them or, e.g. only
polar ones. In these simulations an intermediate approach was used, i.e. all polar and all
aromatic hydrogens were added. Their positions were generated with the HBUILD [45]
command of CHARMm22 [42]. Then their positions were optimized with 500 steps of the
steepest descents energy minimization method. The number of added hydrogens corre-
sponds to the fully protonated structures at low pH conditions.

Next, the electrostatic calculations with the UHBD program were performed. The tem-
perature was set to 293K, ionic strength to 150mmol/litre and solvent dielectric constant
to 80. The protein dielectric boundary was taken to be a Richards’ probe-accessible sur-
face [46] computed with a spherical probe of radius 1.4 Å and an initial density of 500
dots per atom [47].

The full-charge/4 titration method presented herein requires a minimum of four UHBD
calculations for each titratable group in the protein; two for the protein and two for the
model compound environment. The latter describes an amino acid in the water envi-
ronment extracted from the protein, without changing its conformation and the N- and
C-termini. So the overall charge on these termini sums to zero. The following values of
pK(w)

i,model in equation 1.11 are used: ARG 12.0; LYS 10.4; ASP 4.0; GLU 4.4; TYR 9.6; HIS
6.3; CYS 8.3; N-terminus 7.5; C-terminus 3.8 [24, 48, 49]. They cannot be referred directly
to experimental values of pKas due to a different N- and C-termini. Each UHBD calcula-
tion is carried out with either neutral or charged set of parameters with all other charges
set to zero.

In the single-site/20 method to obtain all the necessary energy terms only two UHBD
calculations for each titratable group are required. Due to the application of “focusing”
algorithm [47, 50, 24] more calculations are actually performed for each titratable group.
However, the focusing method saves computer time by permitting the use of less extensive
finite-difference grids in solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.

In the end such sets of calculations generate a file containing all the energies (‖Gij‖
matrix) required to solve for the pH-dependent properties of interest. Such an output
file is organized into a form shown in Figure 1.9. The first line contains the number of
ionizable sites, M . Subsequent lines are organized into blocks describing each titratable
group. The first line of each block contains information about the group itself, i.e. the
model compound pKa in water (pKi,model), the basic or acidic type of the group, (γi), the
electrostatic free energy difference for ionization of the group in the protein with all other
sites in their reference state, relative to the same change in the model compound, (Gii), and
the index of the group. The remaining M−i lines of each block contain the absolute values
of the effective interaction potentials, (Ψij), with the remaining M−i sites (j = i+1, ...,M ).
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M

pK1,model γ1 G11 1
Ψ1,2

...
Ψ1,M

pK2,model γ2 G22 2
Ψ2,3

...
Ψ2,M

...
pKM,model γM GMM M

Figure 1.9: Format of the output file containing all the information necessary to solve the
pH properties of proteins.

Treatment of Multiple Ionization State Problem

The above data from electrostatic calculations may be used to compute the electrostatic free
energy of the protein (Eq. 1.11) in any of its 2M protonation states. As mentioned before,
according to first principles, the evaluation of pKas and mean charges would require the
knowledge of ∆G in all possible ionization states of a protein. There are, however, more
efficient methods which allow for not enumerating all possible states. One of them, based
on the Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm [28], is implemented in the the DOPS (Distribution
of Protonation States) program [51, 52, 53]. It extracts mean charges, pKas and the most
probable ionization states of the protein. Another one, based on grouping the titratable
groups in clusters, is implemented in HYBRID [54] program and evaluates mean charges,
pKas, and electrostatic free energies of proteins.

The method based on Monte Carlo algorithm in the DOPS program [51, 52, 53] works in
the following way. The initial state is taken with all residues in the system protonated. The
Gibbs free energy for this starting state, G1, is computed based on the equation analogous
to Eq. 1.10 but the reference state for the system is with all sites deprotonated. In this case
the free energy of the molecule with the protonation state (x

′
1, ..., x

′
M ) is

∆G(x
′
1, ..., x

′
M ) = 2.303RT

M∑
i=1

x
′
i(pH− pK(w)

i ) +
M∑
i=1

x
′
iγiGii +

M−1∑
i=1

M∑
j=i+1

[(qo
i + x

′
i)(q

o
j + x

′
j)− qo

i q
o
j ]Ψij (1.27)

where x
′
i is 1 when the group is protonated and 0 when it is deprotonated, qo

i is the formal
charge of the deprotonated site, and Ψij is absolute value of Gij .

Next, a number is randomly chosen for each titratable group in the protein in the range
0 − 1. Its ionization state is switched for those groups for which the randomly chosen
number is greater than some value s. At each step an average of (1− s) · 100% of the
ionizable groups are changed. The value of s should be adjusted so that approximately 50%
of new states are accepted. The free energy, G2, is again calculated based on equation 1.27
and the second ionization state is either accepted or rejected. If the free energy is lower
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or equal than the one in the previous step, the new state is accepted; if it is greater,
the new state is accepted according to the probability based on the value of exp(−(G2 −
G1)/RT ). Again, a number is randomly chosen in the range 0 − 1 and if it is smaller
than exp(−(G2−G1)/RT ), the new state is accepted. New states are sampled for a large
value of configurations depending on the size of the system. Due to the fact that the
starting state is always far from equilibrium, the initial Monte Carlo steps are discarded in
computing thermodynamic averages. The DOPS presents the lowest energy states and one
is able to see if any degenerate low energy states exist and which residue should be treated
as ionized in further computational studies, e.g. in molecular dynamics simulations.

The approach used in the HYBRID program [54] is based on separation of ionizable
groups into clusters. There are strong correlations between ionization states of individual
groups inside the cluster and inter-cluster correlations are small. A full partition function
(Σie

−Gi/RT ) is evaluated for each cluster and fractional ionizations of titratable groups
belonging to the cluster are evaluated. Contributions to energies of titratable groups in
cluster-cluster interactions are treated by the mean field approach [55]. In the mean field
approximation, the ionization equilibrium of group i is influenced by group j according to
ζjGij , where ζj is the fractional ionization of group j. The starting state is with all groups
ionized so that there are strong interactions between clusters. The partition function and
fractional ionizations of the groups of the first cluster are evaluated with the usage of
initially guessed charges. Using fractional ionizations of the first cluster and the initial,
guessed charges for groups in other clusters, the partition function and fractional ioniza-
tions for the second cluster are obtained. Such procedure is repeated until the last cluster
is reached and then it starts again with the first cluster. All clusters are updated in every
cycle and the procedure is self-consistent. The process is iterated until it has converged,
i.e. the changes in the fractional charges fall below a certain small value.

Both methods allow for calculations of ionization constants of titratable groups, net
average charges, and electrostatic free energies as functions of pH.

Summary of the Algorithm

To compute the ionization constants of titratable residues in peptides or proteins a file con-
taining the x, y, z coordinates of heavy atoms with their names is required. Having such,
the following steps are performed. First, the hydrogens are added and their positions are
optimized. Secondly, the finite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann method is used to calculate
the self- and interaction-energies of titratable groups in the protein and in water. Next,
based on the energy formula dependent on (pH, x

′
1, ..., x

′
M ), the Monte Carlo algorithm

or any hybrid approach is used to determine the ionization constants, net average charges
and electrostatic free energies.

Comparison with Measured pKas

This thesis compares computed pKas with measured pKas reported in previous publica-
tions. Two sources of experimental data are referred to, one are the kinetic studies and the
other one is NMR spectroscopy. The use of kinetic studies to determine pKas is unfortu-
nately associated with certain pitfalls [56, 57]. Due to the fact that the titration curve of a
protein is the result of contributions of many titratable groups, of particular concern is the
assignment of apparent pKas, determined from fitting to this curve, to specific ionizable
groups. However, when structural information is available literature contains examples of
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kinetic complete assignments of pKas. Such is the case of hen egg white lysozyme [58].
In the case of HIV-1 PR researchers investigating the pH dependence of enzyme kinetics
agree that the aspartyl dyad accounts for the apparent pKas observed kinetically [1, 18].
NMR spectroscopy determines the ionization constants in proteins based on the variation
in chemical shift which is sensitive to electronic environment around the nucleus of an
atom [59]. In proximity to an ionizable group, changes in protonation state lead to changes
in chemical shifts on the nuclei. The observed chemical shift is an average over protonated
and deprotonated species. Plots of chemical shifts versus pH allow the pKa values to be
determined for individual titratable groups [60]. NMR spectroscopy can therefore provide
unambiguous assignments of apparent pKas to certain amino acid residues (e.g. hen and
turkey egg white lysozyme [61]).

In order to compare the computational results with experimental kinetic studies one
needs to compute the pH-dependence of Kapp

I and kapp
cat /K

app
S [15, 18]. This means com-

puting the fractional occupancy of the monoprotonated form of the aspartyl dyad, with
and without bound inhibitor. Binding polynomial theory [62, 63, 54] provides a basis for
computing these quantities. The apparent pKas of the free enzyme are then determined
by fitting the computed graph of f(pH) to a two-pKa model. This is the same approach
that is used to extract the pKas from experimental plots of kapp

cat /K
app
S versus pH [15, 18].

Therefore, the computed pKas may be compared directly with experiment. The binding
polynomial theory is also used to compute the pH at which the dyad possesses 0.5 and
then 1.5 protons. These apparent pKas are compared with the NMR studies.

Restrictions of the Method

Neither of the titration models used here accounts in detail for the flexibility of the protein
or inhibitors. It is evident that the assumption of a single and rigid enzyme conformation
is a possible source of error. Changes in conformation may be coupled with changes in ion-
ization. For instance, solvent-exposed groups may reorient freely, so a single conformation
may not necessarily be a good representative in the model. On the other hand, it seems
probable that the use of an elevated dielectric constant helps to correct for the lack of an
explicit treatment of flexibility [64, 65, 66]. However, in principle, it would be preferable
to treat flexibility in detail. Such calculations would be computationally much more inten-
sive and would require further developments. Some progress in this direction has been
made, and modest improvements in accuracy, where limited flexibility is included [67]
especially for key protons in or near ionizable groups [66], have been obtained. Neglecting
the tautomerism in the calculations is also a probable source of error. Asp, Glu, Arg and
His residues can exist in two neutral forms and in most computations a single neutral
tautomeric form is assumed (e.g. OD2 atom of Asp and OE2 atom of Glu residue are
protonated by default). For some residues their pKas may be different depending on the
choice of the neutral tautomeric form. In order to capture some of these gains in accuracy,
the present study allows for all possible protonation states of the aspartyl dyad, explicitly
considering tautomeric forms for this groups.
Another important source of problems may be the choice of partial charges, atomic radii
and dielectric constant. Neither of the models presented herein accounts for the Van der
Waals interactions between atoms in determining the pKas. It is assumed that the response
of the system upon ionization of a residue is purely electrostatic and the PB calculations
include only electrostatic interactions. This is probably the mainly contributing element,
however, one must be aware of the restrictions of the model while analysing the results.
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The overall efficiency of the method, i.e. the agreement between predicted and experimen-
tal pKas was tested for the single-site/20 [24, 26, 68] and full-charge/4 [26, 25] methods
and correlation is sufficient.

1.2.4 Coordinates and Parameters

The present calculations are based upon six different crystal structures of HIV-1 PR. Five
of them are drawn from the Protein Data Bank [69]. Two structures of the free enzyme are
used: 3HVP [13] and 1HHP [70]. The former is a synthetic enzyme with cysteines 67 and
95 replaced by α-amino-N-butyric acid. The latter is obtained from the BRU isolate and
expressed in E. coli. Four enzyme-inhibitor structures are used. One is form B of a new re-
finement of the HIV-1 PR/MVT-101 complex [20] that had previously been solved to 2.3 Å
resolution [14], (Figure 1.4). The sequence of the enzyme in this complex is identical to that
of in PDB file 3HVP. The second enzyme-inhibitor structure is 1HVR [23], HIV-1 PR com-
plexed with the cyclic urea inhibitor XK-263 (Figure 1.6). The third structure is 1QBS [71],
HIV-1 PR complexed with the cyclic urea inhibitor DMP-323 [22], (Figure 1.6). The fourth
enzyme-inhibitor structure is 1HPX [72], HIV-1 PR complexed with the thioproline in-
hibitor KNI-272, (Figure 1.5). The sequence of the enzyme for this complex is identical
to that of the free structure 1HHP. Table 1.2 lists the differences among the HIV-1 PR se-
quences in the various structures. All of the variations conserve electrical charge and are
remote from the active site. Table 1.3 gives the resolution of the crystal structures and the
pH of the mother liquors.

The crystal structure with MVT-101 includes a crystallographic water roughly 7 Å from
the aspartyl dyad. This water molecule (no 301) links the inhibitor with the active-site flaps
via two pairs of hydrogen bonds (see Figure 1.10). It is well localized and is not in contact
with bulk solvent. Molecular dynamics simulations [73] showed that all four hydrogen
bonds formed by this water molecule are stable over time, with a mean and root mean
square deviation interaction energy of −61.1± 3.3 kJ/mol. In the present calculations this
water is treated explicitly as part of the solute and assigned dielectric constant of 4 for
the full-charge/4 model and 20 for the single-site/20 model; i.e. it is not replaced by
continuum solvent. However, the rest of the solvent is modelled as continuum.

Table 1.2: Comparison of HIV-1 protease sequences.

Position 1HHP/1HPX 3HVP 1HVR 1QBS

3 ILE ILE VAL VAL
14 LYS ARG LYS LYS
37 SER ASN SER SER
41 ARG LYS ARG ARG
63 LEU PRO LEU LEU
64 ILE VAL ILE ILE
67 CYS ABAa CYS CSOb

95 CYS ABA ALA ALA

aα-amino-N-butyric acid
bS-hydroxycysteine
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Table 1.3: Crystal structures used in calculations.

3HVPa 1HHPb 1HVRc HIV-1 PR/MVT-101d 1QBSe 1HPXf

pH of liquor 7.0 7.0g 5.4 5.4 5.4 5.6-5.9
Resolution ( Å) 2.8 2.7 1.8 2.0 1.8 2.0

a[13]; b[70]; c[23]; d[20]; e[71]; f [72]; gDr R. Poljak, personal communication.

Two crystallographic water molecules are located in the active site of the KNI-272
complex: waters 301 and 607 [72]. Water 301 is analogous to the crystallographic water
molecule in the MVT-101 structure, and is again included explicitly as part of the low
dielectric solute in the present pKa calculations. Water 607 is of particular interest because
it contacts OD2 of Asp125. It has been proposed that this water molecule is important in
determining the pKa value of Asp125 [72, 74]. The pKas reported herein are computed
with water 607 treated explicitly as part of the low-dielectric solute and oriented to donate a
hydrogen bond to Asp125, which is believed to be preferentially ionized [74]. Calculations
were also done with this water in other orientations and treated as bulk solvent.

The structure of an enzyme-substrate complex was achieved by modifications of the
crystal structure of HIV-1 PR : MVT-101 as described earlier. The catalytic water (207) was
added explicitly.

Figure 1.10: Hydrogen bonds linking the MVT-101 inhibitor with HIV-1 protease. The box
denotes the reduced link of the inhibitor.
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1.2.5 Modifications of the Computational Methodology

Several modifications of the computational methodology are introduced and described in
this Section. First, the present calculations treat the protonation equilibria of the aspartyl
dyad in more detail allowing for both tautomeric forms. Secondly, the new methodology
accounts for the symmetry of HIV-1 PR. Next, the protons of the aspartic acid side chains
are positioned “by hand”, rather than with the HBUILD [45] procedure of CHARMm [41].

Previously, the calculations used a reference state in which no groups were ionized.
One oxygen of each carboxylic group regarded as protonated in this neutral reference state
had to be selected [24, 25]. In contrast, the present procedure allows the carboxyl groups
of the aspartyl dyad to adopt either of two neutral forms, thus establishing an equilibrium
between three forms of each group: deprotonated, protonated at OD1, and protonated
at OD2. Therefore, four different neutral forms are considered for free HIV-1 PR and for
HIV-1 PR complexed with a non-protonatable inhibitor. The inhibitor MVT-101 possesses
a basic secondary amine with two different positions for its proton in the neutral form.
Calculations for the complex with this inhibitor allow for both positions of the proton in
the neutral form, as well as for the two neutral forms of each active site carboxyl, to yield
eight different neutral protonation states.

In order to allow for these mutually exclusive neutral states of the active site aspartyl
groups (and protonatable MVT-101 inhibitor), the present calculations use a fully ionized
reference state instead of the fully neutral one described in Section 1.2.3. The change of
the reference state is accomplished as follows.

First, a full set of PB energy calculations is carried out for each of the four neutral
states of the system. In the case of the HIV-1 PR: MVT-101 complex there are eight neutral
states because of the additional protonatable site of the reduced link of this inhibitor.
These calculations yield four (eight in the case of HIV-1 PR : MVT-101 complex) complete
interaction matrices with self- and interaction energies [75], Gij , i, j ∈ [1,M ], for the
titratable groups. These matrices are computed for the neutral reference state and are next
altered so that they refer to a reference state in which all titratable groups are ionized.
The energy of the fully ionized reference state relative to the neutral reference state is

Gion =
M∑
j≥i

Gijγiγj (1.28)

where γi is +1 for bases, and −1 for acids (see equations 1.11, 1.12, 1.16). Taking group K
and assuming that only this group is neutral, the self energy term GKK is now the work
of neutralizing group K in the protein with all other groups ionized, relative to the work
of neutralizing that group in solution. With respect to the fully ionized reference state,
GKK may be written as the difference between the energy with only group K neutral
(Gion −

∑M
i=1Gikγiγk) and the reference energy Gion. Therefore, the self-energy term GKK

is

GKK = −
M∑
i=1

Gikγiγk. (1.29)

The non-diagonal matrix element, the interaction energy between sites K and L with both
groups neutral, Gint

KL, relative to the new reference state, is the energy with both groups
neutral, GKL, minus energies with only K and L neutral, GKK and GLL,

Gint
KL = GKL −GKK −GLL −Gion (1.30)
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where GLL is given by the formula analogous to that for GKK above. The energy with
both groups neutral, GKL, relative to the new reference state is

GKL = Gion −
M∑
i=1

Gikγiγk −
M∑
i=1

Gilγiγl +Gklγkγl. (1.31)

Substituting all the terms into equation 1.30, the interaction energy of groups K and L in
the all-ionized reference state is

Gint
KL = Gklγkγl. (1.32)

The calculations yield separate energy matrices for each set of neutral states of the two
or three groups with multiple neutral sites. Many of the entries, i.e. interaction energies
in these matrices are redundant because HIV-1 PR possesses rotational symmetry. For
example, the interactions among groups outside the active site (the place where multiple
protonation is accepted) should be the same among all the matrices. However, values that
should be equivalent do vary somewhat. This results partially from numerical noise and
partially from slight changes in hydrogen placement that result from the different neutral
states. Here, ambiguity is avoided by averaging of redundant interaction energies. To
merge the separate energy matrices into one an averaging procedure has been introduced.

Assuming one takes the case of a protein with M ionizable groups indexed by I . In
general, the number of neutral states possible for the group I is N(I). N(I) equals 1 for all
the groups apart from a maximum of three groups, for which N(I) equals 2, i.e. the active
site aspartates and the amine of MVT-101. If N(I) equals 2 for these three groups, the
titration calculations yield eight energy matrices: G(1, 1, 1, i, j), G(1, 2, 1, i, j), G(1, 2, 2, i, j),
G(2, 1, 1, i, j), etc., where the first three integers denote the assumed neutral state of the
three groups, e.g. for aspartic acid at the OD1 or OD2 atom. The eight matrices are
merged into a single one g(i, j) where i and j range over all titration sites (i, j ∈ 1,M +3).
If one takes as an example a molecule with 5 titratable groups, where groups 2, 3 and 4
(J,K and L) have two accounted for neutral sites n(i), one may write:

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
group number I(i) 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5
neutral site n(i) 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

In the final interaction matrix g(i, j) a given element involves 0, 1 or 2 of the special sites
J,K,L. The averaging is performed over all unspecified neutral forms of these groups.
Therefore, when neither I(i) nor I(j) are the special sites we have

g(i, j) = 1/8
2∑

n1=1

2∑
n2=1

2∑
n3=1

G(n1, n2, n3, I(i), I(j)). (1.33)

If I(i) equals J then

g(i, j) = 1/4
2∑

n2=1

2∑
n3=1

G(n(i), n2, n3, I(i), I(j)) (1.34)

and the averaging involves two groups. When I(i) = J and I(j) = K, i.e. two of the
groups are involved, the average involves only the third group

g(i, j) = 1/2
2∑

n3=1

G(n(i), n(j), n3, I(i), I(j)). (1.35)
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If I(i) = I(j) and n(i) = n(j) the self-energy of site n(i) of group I(i) is obtained. To
prohibit simultaneous protonation of both neutral forms a large value of 210 kJ/mol is
assigned to g(i, j) if I(i) = I(j) = J,K or L and n(i) 6= n(j). It serves as a large repulsion
that prevents simultaneous protonation of both oxygens of a single carboxyl group between
the protonation sites at OD1 and OD2 of each aspartyl side-chain. In order to correct for
the statistical effect of adding a second protonation site, which by itself favours the neutral
form of the side-chain, the model compound pKa of each aspartyl group must be changed
from its normal value of 4.0 to 4.0 − log2 = 3.7. Such correction for statistical effects is
analogous in the MVT-101 inhibitor case.

Last modification is considered with the noticed fact that the HBUILD command of
CHARMm occasionally generates unlikely proton positions for the neutral aspartyl dyad. For
example, Asp25 HD2 might be placed anti to Asp25 OD1 without an evident energetic
basis. Such locations lead to erratic computed pKas, especially for calculations with a low
protein dielectric constant. Therefore, the coordinates of the carboxylic protons for the
neutral forms of the aspartyl dyad are constructed in their syn positions, and the energy is
then minimized with only the aspartyl hydrogens free to move, using a dielectric constant
of 1 and in the absence of the protein environment. Similarly, the orientation of water
607 and of the hydroxyl of KNI-272 are adjusted “by hand” to optimize their interactions
with the nearest hydrogen-bond acceptor; viz., Asp125 OD2. Finally, the ring hydroxyl
hydrogens of XK-263 and DMP-323 were rotated to match the arrangement diagrammed
previously [76]. All other hydrogen coordinates are generated with HBUILD [45], as pre-
viously described [24].

1.3 Results - The Protonation States of Titratable Amino Acids

This Section presents the calculated pKas for free and inhibited HIV-1 PR. The results
for the complex with the model substrate are also shown. The computations include the
interactions and energetics of all ionizable groups in the system, and yield titration curves
for all of them. However, for brevity, results are presented mainly for those groups for
which experimental data are available.

1.3.1 Free HIV-1 PR

The calculations for both the single-site/20 and full-charge/4 models are shown in Ta-
ble 1.4. The Table also compares the computed pKas with those extracted from experi-
mental curves. They agree quite well with experiment.

The calculations yield apparent pKas of 2.1− 3.4 and 5.3− 6.9, while the experimental
pKas are 3.1 − 3.7 and 4.9 − 6.8; and the results are similar for both crystal structures.
The full-charge/4 calculations yield a somewhat larger gap between pK1 and pK2 than
the single-site/20 calculations. The large range of experimental values makes it difficult
to determine which titration model is more accurate in this case. Table 1.4 also includes
the result of an NMR study of the free enzyme, which suggested that that aspartyl pKas
are less than 5.9. If correct, this would imply that the single-site/20 calculations are more
accurate here than the full-charge/4 calculations. It is worth re-emphasizing that for the
free enzyme, pK1 and pK2 cannot each be assigned to one of the catalytic aspartyl groups.
The two aspartyl groups are chemically equivalent because of the symmetry of the enzyme,
and the two pKas belong to the dyad as a whole. This is illustrated in Figure 1.11, which
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Table 1.4: Apparent pKas of the aspartyl dyad of free HIV-1 PR, measured exper-
imentally and computed with free-enzyme crystal structures 1HHP and 3HVP.

Expt 1a Expt 2b Expt 3c Expt 4d

pK1 3.4-3.7 3.3 3.1-3.3 <5.9
pK2 5.5-6.5 6.8 4.9-5.3 <5.9

Calculated
1HHP 3HVP

single-site/20 full-charge/4 single-site/20 full-charge/4

pK1 3.1 3.4 2.9 2.1
pK2 5.3 6.9 5.3 6.7

aFrom apparent catalytic constant [1]
bFrom apparent catalytic constant [18]
cFrom apparent inhibition constant [1]
dFrom chemical shift of aspartyl dyad in the free enzyme [19]
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Figure 1.11: Computed mean charge of aspartyl dyad of HIV-1 PR versus pH. Thin solid
and dashed lines – separate aspartyl groups; heavy solid line – total charge of aspartyl
dyad. Results are for 3HVP, full-charge/4 model.
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shows the computed mean charge of the two separate aspartates and of the complete dyad
as a function of pH. The results shown are for 3HVP with full-charge/4 parameters.

Table 1.5 shows the pKa results for other ionizable groups in the native HIV-1 PR.
Results are presented for the single-site/20 method for 3HVP [13] crystal structure for
one out of four possible protonation sites of aspartyl groups (OD2 of Asp25 and OD1 of
Asp125). The model values of the ionization constant pKa,model and the mean charges at
pH 7 are also shown. The group designates the atom at which a charge of ±1 is added
while modelling the ionization of the residue. The mean charge of the whole protein at
pH 7 is 4.53 [e]. On the average all aspartic and glutamic acids are negatively charged
and all lysines and arginines have a positive charge. Histidine pKas are shifted up by 0.3
units. For the single-site/20 model the protein mean charge at pH 7 for the 1HHP crystal
structure is 4.78 [e]. In the full-charge/4 calculations the mean charges of the protein at
pH 7 are 5.15 and 5.34 [e] for the 3HVP and 1HHP structures, respectively.

1.3.2 HIV-1 PR Complexed with Neutral, Symmetric Cyclic Urea Inhibitors

Table 1.6 presents the computed and measured pKas of the aspartyl dyad and of other
carboxylic acid side chains for the complexes of HIV-1 PR with the cyclic urea inhibitors:
DMP-323 and XK-263. The computed pKas of the dyad are defined as the pH values
for which its net charge is −0.5 and −1.5. The pKas of the other groups are the pH
values for which the net charge is −0.5. The pKas measured by NMR [76] for the complex
with DMP-323 are included for comparison. The two inhibitors DMP-323 and XK-263 are
chemically similar (Figure 1.6) and bind to HIV-1 PR in extremely similar conformations
(see 1HVR [23] and 1QBS [71]). Not surprisingly, then, the pKas computed for the two
different complexes are quite similar to each other.

For the catalytic dyad the calculations using the full-charge/4 titration model, for both
inhibitors, agree rather well with the NMR measurements. They indicate that the dyad is
doubly protonated at least to pH 7. The values of 20.5 and 22.0 are obviously implausible
because the protein would not be stable at such a high pH. These theoretical values clearly
show that for the given structure it is highly unlikely to remove both protons from the
dyad, i.e. the dyad retains one proton to the maximal pH at which the protein is stable.
The single-site/20 model does not agree with the NMR results for the dyad.

The difference between the two models results largely from the difference in the solute
dielectric constants they use. The full-charge/4 model yields high pKas for the dyad
because the low-dielectric inhibitor displaces high-dielectric solvent from the dyad without
adding back new stabilizing interactions that would compensate for the loss of solvation.
This makes ionization of the dyad energetically expensive. When the single-site/20 model
is used, the high internal dielectric constant leads to a smaller desolvation penalty, making
it easier to ionize the dyad, and yielding pKas that are rather similar to the values for the
free enzyme.

Table 1.6 reports separate values for the pKas of the two monomers of HIV-1 PR because
the crystal structures (1HVR and 1QBS) break the symmetry of the dimers. However,
because the real complex is symmetric, NMR experiments do not distinguish between
equivalent residues in the two monomers, and only one experimental value is given. For
most residues, the computed pKas are similar for both crystal structures, and the computed
pKas also correlate well with the experiment. Only one computed value for the complex
with DMP-323 inhibitor and three computed values for the complex with XK-263 inhibitor
deviate more than 1 pH unit from the experimental value. All are full-charge/4 results for
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Table 1.5: pKas and mean charges at pH 7 for ionizable residues in the free HIV-1 PR
(3HVP).

Residue no Group Residue name pKa,model pKa q at pH 7 [e]

1 N PRON 7.5 8.6 0.960
8 CZ ARG 12.0 13.6 1.000
14 CZ ARG 12.0 12.3 1.000
20 NZ LYS 10.4 10.5 1.000
21 CD GLU 4.4 4.2 -0.997
25 CG ASP 4.0 3.5 -0.992
29 CG ASP 4.0 1.7 -1.000
30 CG ASP 4.0 3.8 -0.998
34 CD GLU 4.4 3.7 -0.999
35 CD GLU 4.4 3.6 -0.999
41 NZ LYS 10.4 10.3 0.999
43 NZ LYS 10.4 10.3 0.999
45 NZ LYS 10.4 10.8 1.000
55 NZ LYS 10.4 10.3 0.999
57 CZ ARG 12.0 15.1 1.000
59 OH TYR 9.6 10.5 -0.001
60 CG ASP 4.0 3.5 -1.000
65 CD GLU 4.4 3.3 -1.000
69 NE2 HIS 6.3 6.6 0.286
70 NZ LYS 10.4 10.9 1.000
87 CZ ARG 12.0 13.1 1.000
99 C PHEC 3.8 2.1 -1.000
101 N PRON 7.5 8.6 0.962
108 CZ ARG 12.0 13.5 1.000
114 CZ ARG 12.0 12.3 1.000
120 NZ LYS 10.4 10.5 1.000
121 CD GLU 4.4 4.2 -0.997
125 CG ASP 4.0 4.8 -0.982
129 CG ASP 4.0 1.5 -1.000
130 CG ASP 4.0 3.7 -0.998
134 CD GLU 4.4 3.7 -0.999
135 CD GLU 4.4 3.6 -0.999
141 NZ LYS 10.4 10.3 0.999
143 NZ LYS 10.4 10.3 0.999
145 NZ LYS 10.4 10.8 1.000
155 NZ LYS 10.4 10.3 0.999
157 CZ ARG 12.0 15.1 1.000
159 OH TYR 9.6 10.5 -0.001
160 CG ASP 4.0 3.4 -1.000
165 CD GLU 4.4 3.3 -1.000
169 NE2 HIS 6.3 6.6 0.288
170 NZ LYS 10.4 10.9 1.000
187 CZ ARG 12.0 13.0 1.000
199 C PHEC 3.8 2.1 -1.000
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the “B” monomer. In the case of XK-263, the discrepancies evidently result from several
unlikely conformations in the “B” monomer of the structures. For example, a carboxyl
oxygen of Asp B60 in 1HVR structure lies only 2.96 Å from the side-chain amide oxygen
of Gln B58. This accounts for the high computed pKas of this group in the “B” monomer of
1HVR structure. In contrast, the corresponding residue in the “A” monomer of the 1HVR
structure, Asp A60, has a more reasonable position, with one oxygen 2.19 Å from an amide
hydrogen of Gln B58. The full-charge/4 calculations are sensitive to these conformational
details, as is evident from Table 1.6. It is not so clear why the pKa of Glu B65 in the
DMP-323 complex is in error by more than 1.

1.3.3 HIV-1 PR Complexed with the Neutral, Asymmetric Inhibitor KNI-272

Table 1.7 presents experimental [77] and computed pKas for HIV-1 PR complexed with
the asymmetric inhibitor KNI-272. Results are presented for the aspartyl dyad and for six
other aspartyl groups for which experimental data are available. The two monomers are
not equivalent when the asymmetric inhibitor is bound. In particular, the two aspartyl
residues of the active site of HIV-1 PR, Asp25 and Asp125, are distinguishable in both
the NMR experiment and the calculations. Therefore, the various groups are identified by
their numbers in the PDB file.

For the dyad the full-charge/4 calculations again agree relatively well with experiment.
In particular, they are consistent with the experimental result that Asp25 is protonated and
Asp125 deprotonated from pH 2.5 to 6.5. As above, the extreme pKas for the dyad indicate
a charge state that does not change with pH until the protein itself becomes unstable. The

Table 1.6: Computed pKas for complex of HIV-1 PR with cyclic urea inhibitors DMP-323
and XK-263 (crystal structures 1QBS and 1HVR, respectively), compared with previous
measurements for complex with the cyclic urea inhibitor DMP-323. The two computed
results in each column, A and B, are for the two subunits of the enzyme; the crystal
structures are not symmetric.

DMP-323 XK-263

Expta single-site/20 full-charge/4 single-site/20 full-charge/4

Dyad pK1 >7.2 3.6 7.9 3.6 7.1
Dyad pK2 >7.2 6.5 20.5 6.4 22.0

subunits –> A B A B A B A B

Asp29 2.0 1.7, 2.5 2.1, 2.2 1.1, 1.4 1.6, -0.6
Asp30 4.0 3.3, 3.5 3.2, 3.7 3.0, 3.3 3.6, 3.3
Asp60 3.1 2.4, 3.3 2.9, 3.9 2.1, 3.9 2.6, 5.6
Glu21 4.5 4.4, 4.6 4.7, 5.1 4.2, 4.2 4.8, 4.8
Glu34 4.9 4.9, 4.6 5.8, 5.4 4.3, 4.4 4.9, 4.1
Glu35 3.7 3.8, 3.6 3.6, 4.4 3.6, 3.9 3.8, 5.5
Glu65 3.7 3.6, 4.2 3.9, 5.0 3.7, 3.6 3.9, 3.7

a[76]
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Table 1.7: Computed pKas for complex of HIV-1 PR with asymmetric inhibitor KNI-272
(crystal structure 1HPX), compared with measurements for this complex [77]. Two buried
crystallographically resolved water molecules (301 and 607 [72]) were included as the
solute structure in calculations. The crystal structure is not symmetric and NMR spectra
show distinguishable chemical shifts for some of the residues.

Expta single-site/20 full-charge/4

waters 301 and 607 waters 301 and 607 water 301 only

Asp25 >6.2 7.0 27. 26.
Asp125 <2.5 4.5 1.9 4.6
Asp29 <2.5 2.4 –0.1 –0.3
Asp30 3.88 2.2 3.3 2.9
Asp60 2.99 3.0 1.0 1.0
Asp129 <2.5 2.5 –1.6 –1.6
Asp130 3.78 3.3 3.8 3.5
Asp160 2.99 2.5 1.4 1.3

a[77]

difference between the pKas of the two aspartates correlates with structure in an intuitively
reasonable way: Asp125 can receive three hydrogen bonds: one from the hydroxyl of
KNI-272, one from Gly127, and one from water 607. Asp25, in contrast, receives only
one hydrogen bond, from Gly27. Furthermore, one carboxyl oxygen of Asp25 is in close
contact (2.55 Å in the crystal structure) with a carbonyl oxygen of the inhibitor.

Additional calculations with the full-charge/4 model indicate that water 607 is impor-
tant in setting the pKa of Asp125, as mentioned previously in Section 1.2.4 [72]. Thus, when
water 607 is not represented as part of the solute, but only as a droplet of high-dielectric
bulk solvent, the computed pKa of Asp125 rises from 1.9 to 4.6. This change in the model
causes changes of only a few tenths in the other computed pKas. The calculations pre-
sented in Table 1.7 have water 607 forming a geometrically optimal hydrogen bond with
the carboxyl group of Asp125, the one believed to be preferentially ionized, based upon
the NMR measurements. Alternative orientations of water 607 raise the computed pKa of
Asp125 to values that disagree with the NMR results.

For the dyad the single-site/20 calculations do not agree as well with the NMR results
as the full-charge/4 calculations. In particular, they fail to yield the lowered pKa of Asp125,
although they do yield good results for the other pKas. The single-site/20 calculations are
not sensitive to the presence of either water 607 or 301 in the active site. Table 1.7 shows
that the calculated pKas for aspartyl groups outside the active site are reasonably accurate
for both titration models. The NMR study suggests that Asp29 and Asp129 do not titrate
in the pH range 2.5 − 6.2, in at least qualitative agreement with the calculations. The
experimentally observed variation in their chemical shift over this pH range seem to result
from interactions with Asp30 and Asp130, which do titrate in this range [77]. The low pKas
of Asp29 and Asp129 result from their strong interactions with two arginine residues each.
The computed pKas of Asp29 and Asp129 vary significantly among the different structures
examined here (Tables 1.6 and 1.7), when the full-charge/4 model is used. These changes
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Table 1.8: Computed pKas for complex of HIV-1 PR with amine inhibitor MVT-101 [73].
Water corresponding to water 301 in 1HPX is included explicitly. Crystal structure is not
symmetric.

single-site/20 full-charge/4

Asp25 4.7 10.8
Asp125 0.2 -6.0

Amine of MVT-101 15. 23.

reflect differences in the local environment of these groups which border the active site.
The sensitivity of the full-charge/4 calculations to conformation is a significant source of
noise in the results. Optimally, this would be dealt with by appropriate averaging over a
number of energetically accessible conformations.

1.3.4 HIV-1 PR Complexed with the Cationic, Asymmetric Inhibitor MVT-101

The computed pKas of the aspartyl dyad in the presence of the asymmetric, basic inhibitor
MVT-101 are presented in Table 1.8. The pKa of the reduced amide nitrogen of the inhibitor
itself is also included. The initial pKa of the secondary amine in MVT-101 was set to 10
based upon the pKas of related compounds [78]. The calculated mean charge of the protein
at pH 7 is shifted up, compared to the native enzyme, and is 4.57 and 6.14 [e] for the single-
site/20 and full-charge/4 model, respectively. No experimental pKas are available for this
complex. The full-charge/4 parameters predict the aspartyl dyad to be monoprotonated
across a range of pH that spans the experimental range of stability of the enzyme itself.
This is similar to the case of KNI-272, except that both pKas are shifted lower for MVT-
101. This shift results from the stabilizing effect of the aspartyl groups with the cationic
inhibitor, which is predicted to be strongly basic.

Although the pKas of this complex have not been measured experimentally, the present
results may be compared with previous calculations and measurements for cationic in-
hibitors. A previous molecular dynamics study of HIV-1 PR complexed with MVT-101
suggested that the pKas of the aspartyl dyad are lower than 5.4 [79]. This disagrees with
the full-charge/4 calculations, and agrees with the single-site/20 calculations. However,
a similar molecular dynamics study [73] based upon a more highly refined version of the
crystal structure [20] suggests that the dyad is, in fact, monoprotonated at this pH, in
agreement with the full-charge/4 calculations. Kinetic studies [15] of a proline-containing
cationic HIV-1 PR inhibitor [80] are also of interest. The measurements suggest that the
prolyl inhibitor binds preferentially to the doubly deprotonated form of the aspartyl dyad
in the pH range ∼ 3.5 to ∼ 8 [15], implying that the dyad is doubly ionized in this range
when the inhibitor is bound. This result agrees better with single-site/20 calculations, but
it should be borne in mind, that the inhibitors are not the same. In particular, the prolyl
inhibitor has a much bulkier cationic group, which may assume a significantly different
conformation in the active site.

Examination of the crystal structure of this complex shows why the calculations yield
a very low pKa for Asp125. This group is close (2.96 Å) to the cationic amino group of
the inhibitor, and it also receives a weak hydrogen-bond from Gly127: the N–O distance
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Table 1.9: Computed pKas for the apoenzyme of the HIV-1 PR : MVT-101 and HIV-1 PR :
XK-263 complexes. Coordinates of the inhibitors were not included in the calculations.

Apoenzyme MVT-101 Apoenzyme XK-263

single-site/20 full-charge/4 single-site/20 full-charge/4

Dyad pK1 3.3 2.9 2.6 2.5
Dyad pK2 5.9 9.3 5.3 7.2

is 3.07 Å and the N-H-O angle is 146°. The crystal structure of the complex also shows
why the calculations predict Asp25 to have a high pKa of 10.8. The closest approach of
Asp25 to the positively charged amino group is 4.46 Å, but Asp25 approaches negatively
charged Asp125 to within 2.68 Å. In addition, Asp25 receives only one weak hydrogen
bond, donated by Gly27: the N–O distance is 3.05 Å and the N-H-O angle is 134°. It
should be noted that neither of the aspartates contacts a crystallographic solvent molecule
or is accessible to bulk solvent. In summary, the electrostatic calculations are at the least
consistent with intuition, based upon graphical examination of the structure.

1.3.5 Apoenzymes of HIV-1 PR : MVT-101 and HIV-1 PR : XK-263

The calculations for the apoenzymes of HIV-1 proteases were performed in order to check
the influence of the inhibitors’ charges on the pKas of the active site apartyl side chains.
The results were compared with those obtained for appropriate complexes with inhibitors
(see Tables 1.8 and 1.6). The single-site/20 titration model predicts moderate changes. Like
in complexes with inhibitors both aspartic acids titrate below pH 7. Full-charge/4 model
gives more significant changes which are observed for both apoenzyme structures. In the
complex with XK-263 inhibitor the calculated pKas show that it is much harder to extract
the proton from either of the aspartates when inhibitor is present, what is in agreement
with intuition as the dyad is inaccessible to bulk solvent (see Tables 1.6 and 1.9). This effect
is smaller for the complex with MVT-101 inhibitor (Tables 1.8 and 1.9). At pH 7 one of
the aspartates is protonated and the other deprotonated, both in the apoenzyme structure
and in the complex with inhibitor. However, the MVT-101 inhibitor imposes a large gap
in the pKas as one of them is shifted up markedly. The negative and positive charge
of aspartyl groups in the complex with MVT-101 inhibitor is therefore more stable. The
effects which result only from changes in the structure of the protein caused by binding of
the ligand may be noticed. The direct effect of the presence of the inhibitor influences the
pKas of the dyad. The interactions with ligands, e.g. hydrogen bonds with strongly basic
MVT-101 inhibitor, impose a larger gap between the ionization constants in both exemplar
calculations.

1.3.6 HIV-1 PR Complexed with a Model Substrate

The computed pKas of the aspartyl dyad in the HIV-1 PR complexed with a model sub-
strate are presented in Table 1.10. Catalytic water 207 in the active site and the water
corresponding to water 301 in 1HPX structure are either included explicitly or as a test
case these waters are removed and treated as a part of bulk solvent.
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Table 1.10: Computed pKas for the complex of HIV-1 PR with a model substrate. Results
are presented for structures including all crystal waters, water molecules 207 and 301 only,
and without crystal waters. The structure is not symmetric.

All crystal waters

single-site/20 full-charge/4

Asp25 6.7 21.
Asp125 4.0 2.3

Waters 207 and 301 only

single-site/20 full-charge/4

Asp25 6.6 23.
Asp125 4.0 3.4

No crystal waters

single-site/20 full-charge/4

Asp25 6.9 24.
Asp125 3.5 3.2

The full-charge/4 calculations show that in the presence of a model substrate Asp25
possesses a hydrogen. The pKas shift in comparison with the same data for the HIV-1
PR : MVT-101 complex suggesting that the active site environment needs more positive
charge than with the inhibitor. The single-site/20 calculations also shift the pKas but only a
few units. However, they still indicate that both aspartates are deprotonated at pH 7. This
difference may result from the fact that the single-site/20 model is not sensitive to small
changes of conformation and leads to underestimates of charge-charge interactions. This
may be of great importance for the dyad situated inside the protein and being inaccessible
to bulk solvent. The full-charge/4 calculations are consistent with the acid-base model of
the reaction mechanism presented in Section 1.1.2 which shows that one of the aspartyl
groups has to be protonated.

1.4 Conclusions

1.4.1 Analysis of pKa Calculations

In this Chapter, computed pKas were compared with experiment for three forms of HIV-1
protease: the free enzyme, the complexes with inhibitors DMP-323 and KNI-272, and for
the two titration models. The single-site/20 model yields good agreement with experiment
for the free enzyme, but it fails to reproduce the large pKa shifts found experimentally for
the inhibited enzyme. The full-charge/4 model reproduces these shifts much better, and
also performs quite well for the free enzyme. However, some pKas computed with the
full-charge/4 model show exaggerated shifts that are clearly unrealistic. For example, the
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pKa of Asp25 is computed to be 27 for the KNI-272 complex (Table 1.7). Such values are
interpreted as indications that the group remains fixed in a single ionization state at any
pH for which the complex is actually stable in solution. Calculations for HIV-1 PR with
the cyclic urea inhibitor, XK-263, yield results very similar to those for DMP-323.

Computed pKas were also reported for the complex of the cationic inhibitor MVT-101
with HIV-1 PR. The full-charge/4 calculations suggest that the aspartyl dyad will be mono-
protonated over a wide pH range, and certainly to the lowest pH at which the complex is
stable. Given the uncertainty in the calculations, it is conceivable that the second aspartyl
group might deprotonate at about neutral pH rather than near 11 (Table 1.8). Measured
pKas are not available in this case.

Calculations for the complex of the model substrate with HIV-1 PR were also performed.
The pKas for aspartic dyad were reported. There are no experimental data to compare
to, nevertheless, the reported reaction mechanisms [1, 2] suggest protonation of one of the
aspartates in the first stage of the reaction what is in agreement with the full-charge/4
calculations.

1.4.2 Comparison of Single-site/20 and Full-charge/4 Models

While comparing the two titration models from the previous studies the single-site/20
model has been found to be more accurate statistically than the full-charge/4 model [26].
However, the cases used to generate these statistics are biased toward ionized groups
that are highly accessible to solvent. For desolvated groups, more accurate results were
sometimes obtained with the full-charge/4 model; a good example is Glu35 of hen egg
white lysozyme [26, 25]. The HIV-1 PR system provided an interesting and important test
of the relative validity of the two titration models, because its active site is complex and
the aspartyl dyad is highly desolvated when inhibitors are bound.

It is significant from a theoretical standpoint that, for the dyad, the full-charge/4 cal-
culations apparently agree better with experiment than the single-site/20 calculations. For
the ionizable groups on the surface, however, the high dielectric single-site/20 model is
somewhat more accurate, in agreement with other previous study [26]. There are several
likely reasons for this difference.

First, most of the ionizable groups considered in [26] are at the protein surface, re-
flecting the usual distribution of ionizable groups in proteins. Such groups are relatively
mobile and their electrostatic interactions tend to be weak. For such groups, the use of an
unrealistically [64, 81, 82] high solute dielectric constant of 20 probably helps correct for
the use of a rigid model of the protein in the calculations [24]. Using a more realistic solute
dielectric constant of 4 for such groups tends to overestimate pKa shifts, because the model
neglects side-chain motions. Also, because the interactions are weak, a simplified charge
model is as good as a more detailed one. It is consistent with this view that the pKas
of ionizable groups other than the aspartyl dyad in HIV-1 PR are reproduced somewhat
more accurately by the single-site/20 model than the full-charge/4 model (see Tables 1.6
and 1.7).

In contrast, the aspartyl dyad is inaccessible to bulk solvent, depending upon the state of
inhibition. The dyad is therefore conformationally restrained, so modelling the protein as
rigid is more appropriate for the dyad than it is for a surface group. In addition, the active
site is highly desolvated when inhibitors are bound. As a consequence, the carboxyl groups
are expected to interact strongly with each other and with other nearby groups. Using
a solute dielectric constant of 20 is expected to lead to underestimates of the desolvation
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penalty and of the charge-charge interactions. Finally, the use of realistic atomic charges
is more important in this case where interactions are strong and desolvation is marked.
Similar cases have been observed previously. A good example is Glu35 of hen egg white
lysozyme, whose experimental pKa is shifted up to about 6; this shift is reproduced by
the full-charge/4 model but not by the single-site/20 model [26]. It is worth noting,
that a method has been proposed for predicting, from the crystal structure, what protein
dielectric constant will yield the most accurate pKa for a given ionizable group [83].

It should also be noted, that the titration calculations presented herein are somewhat
more sophisticated than those used previously. This is because the various possible pro-
tonations state of the aspartyl dyad are explicitly accounted for. This in effect provides a
degree of “conformational relaxation” that is otherwise absent from the model.

1.4.3 Possible Improvements

Generally, modelling the protein as rigid causes the titration calculations to generate “mi-
croscopic” pKas that are formally appropriate only for the selected conformation. For
example, a pKa of 27 for Asp25 with KNI-272 bound (Table 1.7) is obviously unrealistic
because the protein is expected to denature at a much lower pH than 27. Accurate pKas
may nonetheless be obtainable in cases where the conformation is indeed insensitive to
the charge states of the ionizable groups, or where one can predict a modest number of
alternate conformations that will be important [66]. As noted above, accurate pKas can
also be obtained in some cases by using an artificially high protein dielectric constant to
correct for conformational relaxation. However, this approach is not likely to be helpful
when the conformation of the protein is, in fact, restricted, as for the aspartyl dyad when
an inhibitor is bound.

These considerations suggest that pKa calculations can be made more accurate by im-
proved methods of accounting for the coupling between changes in charge and changes
in conformation. Such methods are associated with significant pitfalls, as pointed out
in [84], but fast approximations [85, 86] to the classical electrostatics models used here
may facilitate this effort. One preliminary work in this direction indicates that at least one
implementation of the generalized Born model [87] works quite well in calculations of the
pKas of small difunctional molecules when conformational flexibility is accounted for [88].
However, this approximation may need additional adjustment to work reliably for larger
molecules, such as proteins [88].

Of course, accounting for flexibility in pKa calculations will make the calculations
more time-consuming. In many applications, though, only certain groups are of interest;
for example, those in a binding site. The computational demands could thus be moderated
by restricting the treatment of conformational flexibility to these key areas.

It is also worth mentioning, that a detailed treatment of conformational flexibility would
account explicitly for the reorientation of protein dipoles. In this case, the only implicit
contribution to the dielectric constant of the protein would be electronic polarization, as
discussed in [64]. As a consequence, it would become appropriate to use a protein dielectric
constant less than 4; in principle, a value of 1.5 − 2 would be most realistic [64]. On
the other hand, the empirical force fields that are typically used to simulate proteins are
parameterized for use with a dielectric constant of 1. This value might well cause the
strength of charge-charge interactions within a protein to be overestimated. Incorporating
electronic polarizability explicitly in the force field might be the optimal solution to this
problem.
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Chapter II

Parameterization of the Approximate
Valence Bond Method to Describe
Potential Energy Surface in the
Reaction Catalysed by HIV-1 Protease

2.1 Introduction

The aim of this Chapter was to describe the performed parameterization of the AVB method
for the reaction catalysed by HIV-1 PR and to present the modifications of this method
which have been applied for modelling this enzyme.

The molecular system for the modelled reaction was based initially on the crystallo-
graphic structure of HIV-1 PR complexed with the MVT-101 inhibitor which was modified
into a substrate as previously described in Section 1.2.2. The modelled HIV-1 PR structure
was divided into two regions. One, described with the AVB method, comprises molecular
fragments involved directly in the enzymatic reaction, i.e. catalytic aspartates (25 and 125),
the lytic water, and hydrolyzable peptide bond between both methionines (Met203 and
Met204). The second (classical) region consists of the surrounding protein and solvent en-
vironment and will be described with a classical force field in further molecular dynamics
simulations.

To parameterize the AVB method, one needs to perform QM calculations in vacuum
for various molecular fragments involved in the reaction. The fragments chosen were: (a)
the side-chains of catalytic aspartates with Cβ carbon modified into the CH3 group, (b) a
catalytic water molecule, and (c) a peptide bond with Cα carbons modified into the CH3

group. The QM calculations were performed using the density functional theory (DFT)
implemented in the Gaussian’94 program [89].

2.2 Approximate Valence Bond Method

2.2.1 Basics of Valence Bond Methods

In the valence bond (VB) methods one constructs a matrix of the electronic Hamiltonian
expressed in the basis of valence structures. The structures represent different arrange-
ments of covalent or ionic bonds in a molecular system. The ground many-electron state
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is approximated by a linear combination of electronic wave functions ΨI corresponding to
various valence structures

Φ =
N∑

I=1

cIΨI . (2.1)

The ground-state energy, E, and the corresponding combination coefficients, cI , are calcu-
lated from a set of equations resulting from the variational principle

N∑
J=1

(HIJ − ESIJ)cJ = 0, I = 1, . . . , N (2.2)

where HIJ = 〈ΨI |Ĥ|ΨJ〉 and SIJ = 〈ΨI |ΨJ〉 are the elements of the Hamiltonian and
overlap matrices, respectively.
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(P1*)(P1)

Figure 2.1: A minimal set of molecular structures in the active site allowing one to
reproduce the mechanism of the enzymatic reaction. The key protons are labelled with
letters, w (for water) and a (for acid). Arrows denote the direction of the enzymatic
reaction. (R=CH3)
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2.2.2 The AVB Structures

In the AVB method the chemical reactions of interest are decomposed into elementary steps.
A single step represents a dissociation or an association of one chemical bond. This means
either a dissociation of a single bond leading to separation of ionic molecular fragments,
or a partial dissociation of a double bond leading to polarized molecular structures.

Molecules and ionic molecular fragments, which appear at different steps of the reac-
tion, represent a minimal set of molecular valence structures with which one constructs
the valence structures of the whole molecular system. The molecules and their fragments
appearing in one of the proposed models of the enzymatic reaction of HIV-1 PR are shown
and labelled in Fig. 2.1.

Molecules such as OH−, A1−, A2−, P3, and P2 are treated as indivisible in the consid-
ered chemical process. They are described by a single valence structure representing the
ground state of the molecule. Other molecules are either dissociable ones or result from
association of molecular fragments. Their ground state is described by a superposition of
different valence structures. For example, the water molecule is described by one cova-
lent structure (pure covalent HO–Hw bond) and one ionic structure (HO− + H+

w) which,
combined together, represent the ground state of the molecule with one dissociable O–Hw

bond. An analogous two-structure description applies to molecules A1, A2, S, I1 and I2,
with corresponding ionic structures, A1− + H+

a , A2− + H+
w , S∗, S∗ + OH−, and I1 + H+

a ,
respectively. In turn, the ground state of the I3 molecule is described by three structures:
the covalent one (with pure covalent N+–Hw and C–N bonds) and two ionic structures, I2
+ H+

w and P1∗ + P3. A three-structure description applies also to the P1 molecule having
one covalent and two ionic structures, P1∗ and P2 + H+

a .
Valence structures for the whole molecular process are generated by setting together

different combinations of molecular structures representing either indivisible molecular
fragments in their ground states or covalent structures of dissociable molecules. For each
structure another one, differing by dissociation or formation of one chemical bond, may
be found. In case of the HIV-1 PR active site, the molecular fragments presented in Fig-
ure 2.1 there are twenty three valence structures (subscripts “g” and “c” denote molecular
fragments in their ground and covalent state, respectively):

1. A1c + H2Oc + A2−g + Sc

2. A1c + OH−
g + H+

w + A2−g + Sc

3. A1c + OH−
g + A2c + Sc

4. A1c + H2Oc + A2−g + S?
c

5. A1c + OH−
g + H+

w + A2−g + S?
c

6. A1c + OH−
g + A2c + S?

c

7. H2Oc + A2−g + Sc + H+
a + A1−g

8. A2−g + H+
w + OH−

g + Sc + H+
a + A1−g

9. OH−
g + A2c + Sc + H+

a + A1−g
10. H2Oc + A2−g + S?

c + H+
a + A1−g

11. A2−g + H+
w + OH−

g + S?
c + H+

a + A1−g
12. OH−

g + A2c + S?
c + H+

a + A1−g
13. A1c + A2−g + H+

w + I1c
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14. A1c + A2c + I1c

15. A2−g + H+
w + H+

a + A1−g + I1c

16. A2c + H+
a + A1−g + I1c

17. A2−g + H+
w + A1−g + I2c

18. A2c + A1−g + I2c

19. A2−g + A1−g + I3c

20. A2−g + A1−g + P1?
c + P3g

21. A2−g + A1−g + P1c + P3g

22. A1c + A2−g + P3g + P2g

23. A2−g + H+
a + A1−g + P3g + P2g

If an acid-base catalysis with a lytic water donating the hydroxy anion for the nu-
cleophilic attack is assumed, there still are various possibilities of the formation of the
reaction intermediate and its breakage. The first model (Figure 2.1) proposed that after
the I1 molecule is formed, H+

a proton is transferred onto one of the oxygens what results in
I2 molecule. This is followed by the H+

w proton transfer onto nitrogen where I3 is formed.
However, after the formation of I1 some other paths may be possible what is shown in
Figure 2.2. The I1 molecule may first accept H+

w proton on its nitrogen. The I2’ molecule is
formed and it can either dissociate into products through a polarized molecule (P2∗) or ac-
cept the H+

a proton on the peptide oxygen O− and form the I3 molecular fragment. The I3
molecule dissociates into products in the same manner as presented in Figure 2.1. A three-
structure description applies to I2’ molecule: the covalent one and two ionic structures I1
+ H+

w and P2∗ + P3. P2 molecule has a corresponding ionic structure P2∗.
Considering the path I1 → I2’ → I3 and then dissociation into products also twenty

three structures describe the whole reaction (as shown above) but structures 17th and 18th

are different:

17’. A2−g + H+
a + A1−g + I2’c

18’. A1c + A2−g + I2’c

Considering the path I1 → I2’ → P2∗ + P3 total of twenty two structures model the
system with the first sixteen similar to those presented above. The further structures are
shown below:

17’. A2−g + H+
a + A1−g + I2’c

18’. A1c + A2−g + I2’c
19. A1c + A2−g + P2?

c + P3g

20. A2−g + H+
a + A1−g + P2?

c + P3g

21. A1c + A2−g + P2g + P3g

22. A2−g + H+
a + A1−g + P2g + P3g

Therefore, depending on the choice of the set of structures one may model various mech-
anisms of the reaction. Of course, all the models may be accounted for and the whole
set of molecular fragments in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 may be used to construct the set of AVB
structures.
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Products:
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Figure 2.2: A set of molecular fragments used to reproduce other possibilities of the
reaction path following the formation of the I1 molecule. The key protons are labelled
with letters, w (for water) and a (for acid). Arrows denote the direction of the reaction.
(R=CH3)

2.2.3 AVB Description of an Isolated Molecule

The evaluation of the AVB Hamiltonian matrix applied in this study differs somewhat
from the original method presented in [3], and was developed in order to simplify and
systematize the parameterization procedure.

Let us denote EA
g as the Born-Oppenheimer energy surface of an isolated molecule A in

the ground electronic state. In the AVB method EA
g is approximated by a sum of bonding

and nonbonding type of elementary potentials, similar to those applied in the MM. The
bonding potentials depend on bond lengths (r), planar angles (α), torsional angles (θ), and
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improper dihedral angles (δ) according to the following formulae:

Vbond =

 D0

[
1− e−a(r−r0)

]2
1
2B(r − r0)2

, (2.3)

V 0
ang =

1
2
A0(cosα− cosα0)2, (2.4)

V 0
tors =

3∑
k=1

[Ak + |Ak| cos(kψ)], (2.5)

V 0
impr =

1
2
A(δ − δ0)2. (2.6)

In case of Vbond the Morse function is used for the dissociable bonds and the harmonic
function for all the others.

For the dissociating molecules the above (planar, torsional and improper dihedral)
angular deformation potentials, that have been denoted with index 0, are applied only
for the dissociable bond lengths of r ≤ r0, i.e. close to equilibrium or shorter. If we
allow molecules to dissociate and increase the bond lengths (r) unlimitedly, the angular
deformation potentials are modified in a manner presented further in this Section.

The nonbonding potentials depending on interatomic distances (rab) are applied for
the pairs of atoms (a and b) linked by three or more chemical bonds. The electrostatic and
Lennard-Jones terms are used:

V ES
(a,b) = k

qgaqgb

rab
, (2.7)

V LJ
(a,b) =

A

r12ab

− B

r6ab

. (2.8)

where qga and qgb denote charges of atoms a and b of an isolated molecule in its ground
state. These charges are determined for the optimized geometry of the molecule by fitting
to the molecular electrostatic potential resulting from QM calculations (ESP charges) [89].
The parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential, as well as of bonding potentials, are fitted
to reproduce the QM energy of the molecule in various deformed geometries, as described
in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Some less important parameters, i.e. for atoms that do not par-
ticipate directly in the reaction, may also be taken from the standard MM libraries. In
the AVB method it is important to ensure that EA

g has a minimum equal to zero for the
optimal geometry. For this reason an additional constant energy term in EA

g is applied
that compensates possible tensions and nonbonding intramolecular energy in the optimal
geometry.

If a molecule A is a dissociable one, then the energies of its covalent and ionic forms,
as well as the corresponding non-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix, are to be
determined. For this purpose a general algorithm was developed to describe a molecule
with many ionic dissociation channels in the form of A ↔ Bi + Ci or A ↔ A∗i , where
i = 1, . . . , n numbers of channels; B and C denote molecular ionic fragments resulting
from ionic dissociation of a chemical bond; A∗i denotes a polarised molecule resulting from
reduction of a double bond into a single one. The ground state of molecule A is represented
by a combination of a single covalent structure and a set of ionic structures that correspond
to products of various ionic dissociations. Valence structures are assumed orthogonal, i.e.
Sij = δij . The non-diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to pairs of
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different ionic structures are neglected. So the AVB eigensystem for the isolated molecule
A is 

HA
cc − EA

g HA
c1 · · · HA

cn

HA
c1 HA

11 − EA
g · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

HA
cn 0 · · · HA

nn − EA
g




cc
c1
...
cn

 = 0. (2.9)

This system can be used to determine the Hamiltonian matrix element HA
cc corresponding

to the energy of the molecule A in its covalent form, and the non-diagonal elements
HA

ci , i = 1, . . . , n, corresponding to the coupling between covalent and ionic structures.
First, the diagonal elements corresponding to ionic structures are calculated as:

HA
ii = Ediss

i + EBi
g + ECi

g + EBiCi . (2.10)

Here Ediss
i is the difference between the energy of molecule A and the energy of separated

ionic fragments Bi and Ci in their ground states and in their optimal geometries calculated
with QM methods; EB

g and EC
g denote the ground state energy surfaces of separated ionic

fragments, calculated as a sum of elementary potentials (Eqs 2.3-2.8) and parameterized
with respect to QM calculations of separate ionic fragments as in case of molecule A. The
last term in (2.10) denotes the nonbonding interaction between each pair of atoms of the
two ionic fragments. This term is represented as a sum of electrostatic and Lennard-Jones
potentials. The electrostatic interaction between atoms a and b is

V ES
(a,b) = k

qiaqib
rab

(2.11)

where qia and qib denote charges of atoms a and b in i-th ionic structure and are equivalent
to the ESP charges of separated ionic fragments. For atoms that form an ionic bond between
fragments B and C, resulting from a dissociation of a corresponding covalent bond in
molecule A, a more flexible potential function instead of the Lennard-Jones one was found
and is applied

V IB
a,b =

(
A

rab
−B

)
exp(−αrab). (2.12)

The parameters of this potential are determined by fitting to the QM energy surface for
the bimolecular complexes, as described in the next Section.

When a double bond “dissociates” into a single one, Ediss
i is interpreted as the energy

required to diminish the bond order, and the following equation replaces 2.10:

HA
ii = Ediss

i + EA∗
(2.13)

where EA∗
is the energy surface of a polarized molecule A calculated based on Eqs 2.3–

2.8 with parameters and charges on atoms modified with respect to the ground state of
A, to model the decrease of the bond order due to polarization. Ediss

i is subject to fit
in the parameterization, as described in Section 2.4 concerning the parameterization of
nonbonding interactions.

Having described ionic structures of a dissociating molecule one may now use the EBi
g

and ECi
g energies of Eq. 2.10 to improve the angular deformation potentials presented in

Eqs 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and constituting EA
g . The angular deformation potential of the dissociating

molecule A in the ground state EA
g now takes the form

Vdef = wV 0
def + (1− w)V ion

def (2.14)
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where V 0
def is a sum of angular deformation potentials shown in Eqs 2.4, 2.5, 2.6:

V 0
def = V 0

ang + V 0
tors + V 0

impr. (2.15)

The V ion
def element is the angular deformation potential in molecules Bi and Ci. The w

weighing function is

w =

{
2e−aw(r−r0) − e−2aw(r−r0) r > r0
1 r < r0

(2.16)

where r and r0 are, respectively, the actual and equilibrium length of the dissociating bond
in the ith structure, and aw is the parameter. The form of Vdef may be generalized for more
than one dissociation in molecule.

The second set of quantities calculated in the system (2.9) are the combination coeffi-
cients cc and ci. According to the properties of the AVB method derived in [3], the actual
combination coefficients are related to the effective atomic charges of the molecule

qeffa = c2cqca +
∑

i

c2i qia (2.17)

where qca and qia denote charges of atoms in the covalent and ionic structures, respec-
tively. The coefficients c should be therefore parameterized so that the AVB effective atomic
charges reproduce the ESP charges derived from the QM calculations. According to QM
ground-state calculations, all considered dissociation processes of hydrogens in isolated
molecules lead to radical products. Generally, this is not true for dissociation of the C–O or
the C–N bond. However, one may assume that the products of radical dissociation of such
bonds have, in vacuum, lower energy than the products of ionic dissociation where one
of the products is described with a polarized structure. In the AVB model the radical dis-
sociation should correspond to vanishing coefficients of ionic structures. This is achieved
by describing ci of an isolated molecule with an exponentially decreasing function of the
dissociable bond lengths. On the other hand, one has to ensure that

∑
i c

2
i ≤ 1. Therefore,

the following formulae are applied:

ci =
Sifi√

1 +
∑

i S
2
i (f2

i − 1)
, (2.18)

cc =
√

1−
∑

i

c2i , (2.19)

fi = exp[−af (ri − ri0)] (2.20)

where ri are the actual bond lengths, ri0 are the bond lengths in the optimal geometry,
and af and Si are the parameters. For the molecule with optimal geometry, ri = ri0, the
equation (2.17) takes the form

qga =

(
1−

∑
i

S2
i

)
qca +

∑
i

S2
i qia (2.21)

and is used to determine Si from the atomic charges. As the number of equations in Eq. 2.21
is equal to the number of atoms in molecule A, and is usually greater than the number
of considered dissociations in molecule A, the following procedure for solving (2.21) is
applied. The charges qca are first assigned to atoms of a dissociating bond, ensuring
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that the covalent structure can be divided into radical fragments with proper integer net
charges. The parameters Si are then derived from a subset of equations from Eq.2.21.
Finally, other covalent charges qca are determined from the rest of the equations using the
known values of Si.

From the Hamiltonian matrix for an isolated molecule (Eq. 2.9) HA
cc and HA

ci , i = 1, . . . , n
may be now calculated as

HA
ci =

ci
cc

(EA
g −HA

ii ), (2.22)

HA
cc = EA

g −
∑

i

c2i
c2c

(EA
g −HA

ii ). (2.23)

2.2.4 Description of a Molecular System

A diagonal element of the Hamiltonian matrix corresponding to the Ith valence structure
of the whole molecular system is expressed as

HII =
∑
A(I)

EA +
∑

A<B(I)

EAB (2.24)

where A and B are the indices numbering molecules or molecular fragments appearing in
the Ith valence structure of the system. EA represents the energy of an isolated molecule
in its ground or covalent state. The first case, EA = EA

g , applies if A is an indivisible
molecule. The second case, EA = HA

cc applies if A is a dissociable molecule. EAB represents
intermolecular interactions, including electrostatics and nonbonding interatomic potentials.
The latter are the Lennard-Jones type of potentials, VIB (2.12) potentials, or a modified
potential form applied for atoms forming a hydrogen bond

V HB
a,b = A exp(−αr)− B

r6
. (2.25)

The full form of this potential is used for the heavy atoms of the hydrogen bond. For the
interactions of a heavy atom and a hydrogen B = 0 is set. The parameters of nonbonding
potentials between the molecules are determined by fitting to the QM energy surface of
bimolecular complexes.

The non-diagonal elements of the AVB Hamiltonian are assumed nonzero only for
those pairs of structures that differ by dissociation of one chemical bond. It occurs if
an Ith structure involves molecule A in the covalent form and a J th structure involves
product(s) of ith ionic dissociation of molecule A. In such a case we approximate the
element HIJ with the term HA

ci .
The coupling between the AVB and the classical regions is also accounted for in the

AVB method by adding to the diagonal elements of the full Hamiltonian matrix a potential
term

∆HII = k
∑
a,b

qa,Iqb/rab (2.26)

where a, b designate the atoms in the AVB and classical regions, respectively, qa,I are the
atomic charges assigned to the Ith valence structure, and rab are the interatomic distances.
The coupling of the non-diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian with the classical region is
neglected.
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Given the AVB Hamiltonian of the molecular system and assuming SIJ = δIJ , the
eigensystem (2.2) is solved for the ground-state energy E and the corresponding normal-
ized combination coefficients cI . The forces acting on the atoms of the AVB region are
determined from the equation

Fa = − ∂E
∂ra

= −
∑
IJ

∂HIJ

∂ra
cIcJ (2.27)

where the gradient of the Hamiltonian is calculated analytically. The Coulomb forces
resulting from charges in the AVB region and acting on atoms in the classical region are
also calculated with an analytical formula [3]

Fb = −k
∑
a

qeffa qbrab/r
3
ab, qeffa =

N∑
I=1

c2Iqa,I . (2.28)

2.3 Parameters Characterizing Intramolecular Interactions in the
AVB Region

This Section presents a set of calculated AVB parameters used to describe separate molecules
and their ionic fragments (Fig. 2.1). To determine intramolecular interaction parameters,
the DFT calculations using the Gaussian’94 program [89], applying the nonlocal hybrid
density functional B3LYP [90, 91] and 6-31G(d,p) basis set, were performed.

This method was chosen as being comparable to the second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2)
and other ab initio methods and giving reasonable results for the systems of interest at a
much lower computational cost. For example B3LYP reproduces in a satisfactory way the
reaction paths and barriers of the proton transfers (e.g. in carboxylic acid dimers [92]),
optimized geometries (e.g. of N-methylacetamide [93]), hydrogen bond distances and
energies (e.g. [94]), and proton affinities (e.g. [95]).

For each molecule its optimal geometry, the ESP atomic charges, the energy surface for
deformations from optimal geometry, and the asymptotic energies of ionic dissociations
were determined. The dissociation energies, which are most sensitive to atomic bases,
were calculated with the 6-31G+(d,p) basis set.

The optimal geometries of molecules are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Each atom of
a molecule was assigned a valence type, the ground-state charge qg (corresponding to the
ESP charge), and the covalent state charge qc (see Tables 2.3–2.8). For non-polar hydrogens
the united atom model was used where the ESP charge of a carbon is presented as a
sum of charges of a carbon and its hydrogens. The ionic dissociation energies, Ediss

i ,
and the parameters Si are presented in Table 2.9. The parameter af appearing in (2.20)
was determined based on the changes of ESP charges in a dissociating water molecule
(af = 0.695 Å−1) and this value was used elsewhere for dissociable O–H and N–H bonds.
For dissociable C–O and C–N bonds a roughly optimized value of af = 1 Å−1 was used.
In case of partial dissociation of a double bond the dependence of charges on the bond
length in an isolated molecule is neglected(af = 0). For the parameter in equation 2.16 a
roughly optimized value aw = 3af is used.

Tables 2.10–2.12 show the parameters for the bonding interactions (Eqs 2.3–2.6) fitted to
the DFT energy surface for molecular deformations. For all crucial bonds that are changed
during the reaction the Morse potential was applied (Table 2.10). Fit of the Morse potential
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Table 2.1: Optimized distances [Å], planar angles and torsions for the RCONHR (S),
RCO−OHNHR (I1), RC(OH)2NHR (I2), RC(OH)2NH+

2 R (I3) and RC(OH)+2 R + RNH2 (P1
+ P3) molecules, (R=CH3).

S I1 I2 I3 P1 + P3

bond lengths
C-O 1.225 1.274 1.411 1.385 1.288
C-CA2 1.523 1.564 1.526 1.517 1.475
C-N 1.366 1.573 1.463 1.581 -
N-HN 1.008 1.023 1.017 1.026 1.017
N-CA3 1.453 1.463 1.464 1.500 1.464
HD2-O - - 0.969 0.969 0.977
HW1-OW - 0.968 0.970 0.971 0.977
C-OW - 1.516 1.410 1.371 1.288
N-HW2 - - - 1.025 1.017

bond angles
CA2-C-O 123.1 115.0 106.5 115.7 117.9
CA2-C-N 115.2 104.6 117.1 109.8 -
O-C-N 121.8 116.6 106.1 99.4 -
C-N-HN 119.7 102.8 107.9 107.7 -
C-N-CA3 121.1 108.6 116.9 116.4 -
CA3-N-HN 119.3 105.7 110.4 111.2 109.7
CA2-C-OW - 105.1 106.6 110.3 117.9
OW-C-N - 100.8 108.0 107.2 -
OW-C-O - 113.1 112.7 113.6 124.2
HD2-O-C - 102.7 106.0 110.8 117.7
HW1-OW-C - - 106.2 109.3 117.7
C-N-HW2 - - - 105.2 -
CA3-N-HW2 - - - 110.2 109.7
HN-N-HW2 - - - 105.6 105.9

dihedral angles
CA2-C-N-CA3 -180.0 -172.7 -58.3 -67.6 -
O-C-N-HN 180.0 67.4 -51.9 -63.8 -
O-C-OW-HW1 - 161.9 -71.7 -17.9 -0.6
OW-C-N-HN - -169.9 -173.0 177.8 -
OW-C-O-HD2 - - 74.7 -90.9 0.6
HW2-N-C-CA2 - - - 170.2 -
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Table 2.2: Optimized distances (l), planar angles (φ) and torsions (Θ), derived from the
DFT calculations for the RCOOH (A1, A2) and RCOO− (A1−, A2−) molecules, (R=CH3).

l(A-B) [Å] φ(A-B-C)[ °] Θ(A-B-C-D)[ °]
ABCD sequence RCOOH RCOO− RCOOH RCOO− RCOOH

OD2HD2 0.972 - - - -
CGOD2HD2 1.358 1.257 105.9 - -
CBCGOD1 - - 126.1 115.0 -
CBCGOD2HD2 1.507 1.575 111.4 115.0 180.0
OD1CGOD2HD2 1.210 1.257 122.5 129.8 0.0

Table 2.3: Valence types, ESP charges of the ground state, qg, and atomic covalent charges,
qc, of the H2O and OH− molecule.

H2O OH− + H+

Atom Type qg qc Type qg

O ow -0.730 -0.494 ow− -1.141
HW1 hw 0.365 0.494 hw 0.141
HW2 hw 0.365 0.000 h+ 1.000

was performed only for such a range of bond lengths where closed-shell calculations are
valid (see Figure 2.3).

In this and all other figures of this Section the solid line represents the molecular
ground state AVB energy (Eg) while circles and triangles represent the DFT energy. For
other non-dissociable bonds (not listed in Table 2.10) the harmonic potential was used
and the parameters were taken from the Gromos’96 force field [7]. Potentials for planar,
dihedral, and improper angles adjacent to dissociable bonds were parameterized based on
the DFT calculations (Tables 2.11–2.12). For all other angles the Gromos’96 force field [7]
parameters were used as for non-dissociable bonds. Figures 2.4–2.6 show fits for the CH3-
C-N-CH3 dihedral angle in the CH3CO−OHNHCH3 (I1), CH3C(OH)2NHCH3 (I2), and
CH3C(OH)2NH+

2 CH3 (I3) molecules, respectively.
A conformational transition of the C–N bond can be achieved in the model by CH3-C-

N-CH3 rotation and/or inversion of the nitrogen atom. Possible rotations of the hydroxyl
groups in the transition state are also accounted for. Figure 2.7 shows the fit for the
O-C-OW-HW1 angle in the CH3C(OH)2NHCH3 (I2) molecule.
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Table 2.4: Valence types, ESP charges of the ground state, qg, and atomic covalent charges,
qc, of the RCOOH (A1, A2) and RCOO− (A1−, A2−) molecules, (R=CH3).

A1, A2 A1−, A2−

Atom qg qc Type qg Type

CB 0.000 0.154 ch3 -0.214 ch3
CG 0.698 0.664 c 0.748 c
OD1 -0.529 -0.371 ok -0.760 ok−

OD2 -0.574 -0.447 ok -0.761 ok−

HD2 0.405 0.000 h – –

Table 2.5: Valence types, ESP charges in the ground state, qg, and atomic covalent charges,
qc, of the RCONHR (S) and RC+O−NHR (S*) molecules, (R=CH3).

S S∗

Atom qg qc Type qg Type

CA2 -0.077 -0.077 ch3 -0.077 ch3
C 0.641 0.116 cn+ 1.116 cn
O -0.525 0.000 o -1.000 o
N -0.505 -0.505 n -0.505 n
HN 0.303 0.303 hn 0.303 hn
CA3 0.163 0.163 ch3 0.163 ch3

Table 2.6: Valence types, ESP charges in the ground state, qg, and atomic covalent charges,
qc, of the RCO−OHNHR (I1), RC(OH)2NHR (I2) and RCO−OHNH+

2 R (I2’) molecules,
(R=CH3).

I1 I2 I2’

Atom Type qg qc Type qg qc Type qg qc

CA2 ch3 -0.275 -0.396 ch3 0.007 0.234 ch3 -0.068 -0.128
C cn 0.938 0.829 cn 0.707 0.638 c 0.662 0.208
O om -0.847 -0.754 oa -0.615 -0.537 om -0.806 -1.090
HD2 – – – ha 0.360 0.000 – – –
OW oa -0.673 -0.387 oa -0.609 -0.734 oa -0.628 -0.370
HW1 ha 0.294 0.387 ha 0.394 0.398 ha 0.389 0.380
N n -0.785 -0.956 n -0.810 -0.728 n -0.120 0.957
HN hn 0.266 0.243 hn 0.356 0.419 hn 0.219 0.064
HW2 – – – – – – hn 0.229 0.000
CA3 ch3 0.082 0.033 ch3 0.210 0.310 ch3 0.123 -0.020
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Table 2.7: Valence types, ESP charges, qg and qc, of the RC(OH)2N+H2R (I3), RC+(OH)2
(P1∗) and RNH2 (P3) molecules, (R=CH3).

I3 P1∗ and P3

Atom Type qg qc Type qg

CA2 ch3 0.071 -0.221 ch3 0.191
C cn 0.517 -0.108 c 1.000
O oa -0.624 -0.710 ok -0.568
HD2 ha 0.473 1.040 h 0.472
OW oa -0.534 -0.395 ok -0.568
HW1 ha 0.442 0.393 h 0.472

N n -0.250 0.469 na -0.920
HN hn 0.335 0.295 hn 0.339
HW2 hn 0.317 0.000 hn 0.339
CA3 ch3 0.253 0.236 ch3 0.242

Table 2.8: Valence types, ESP charges in the ground state, qg, and atomic covalent charges,
qc, of the RC(OH)+2 (P1) and RCOOH (P2) molecules, (R=CH3).

P1 P2

Atom Type qg qc Type qg

CA2 ch3 0.191 0.362 ch3 0.000
C c 0.727 0.000 c 0.698
O ok -0.431 0.073 ok -0.574
HD2 h 0.472 0.000 – –
OW ok -0.431 0.033 ok -0.529
HW1 h 0.472 0.532 h 0.405
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Table 2.9: Ionic dissociation energies (Ediss
i , Eqs 2.10 and 2.13), and parameters of the ionic

structure coefficients (Eqs 2.18 and 2.20).

Dissociation Type Ediss
i [kJ/mol] S2

i r0 [Å]

H2O → H+ + OH− 1656 0.365 0.965
RCOOH (A1,A2) → RCOO− + H+ 1477 0.405 0.972
RCONHR (S) → RC+O−NHR (S∗) 581 0.525 –
I1 → RC+O−NHR (S∗) + OH− 626 0.379 1.505
I2 → I1 + H+ 1537 0.360 0.969
I2’→ I1 + H+ 1430 0.050 1.030
I3 → I2 + H+ 961 0.200 1.030
I3 → RNH2 (P3) + RC+(OH)2 (P1∗) 224 0.345 1.581
RC(OH)+2 (P1) → RCOOH (P2) + H+ 796 0.472 0.977
RC(OH)+2 (P1) → RC+(OH)2 (P1∗) 102 0.313 –
RC+(OH)2 (P1∗) → RCOOH (P2) + H+ 694 0.472 0.977
I2’→ RNH2 (P3) + RC+O−OH (P2∗) 720 0.527 1.581
RCOOH (P2) → RC+O−OH (P2∗) 581 0.698 –

Table 2.10: Fitted Parameters of the Morse potentials, (R=CH3), (Eq. 2.3).

Bond D0 [kJ/mol] a[Å−1] r0[Å]

Water OW-HW1,HW2 561.5 2.157 0.965

RCOOH OD2-HD2 488.7 2.232 0.978

RCOHNHR O-HD2 499.9 2.213 0.977

RCO−OHNHR (I1) OW-C 123.1 2.122 1.601
O-C 529.2 2.087 1.313
C-N 92.3 2.180 1.666
OW-HW1 453. 2.280 0.979

RC(OH)2NHR (I2) O-C,OW-C 293.0 2.040 1.460
O-HD2,OW-HW1 453.0 2.280 0.979
C-N 296.4 1.937 1.512

RC(OH)2NH+
2 R (I3) C-OW 407.5 2.000 1.401

C-O 407.5 2.000 1.413
OW-HW1,O-HD2 531.6 2.133 0.971
C-N 129.9 2.054 1.646
N-HN,HW2 487.6 2.007 1.035

RC(OH)+2 (P1) O-HD2,OW-HW1 459.2 2.265 0.980
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Table 2.11: Fitted parameters of the torsional angle potentials (R=CH3), (Eq. 2.5).

Angle A1 [kJ/mol] A2 [kJ/mol] A3 [kJ/mol]

RCO−OHNHR (I1) O-C-N-CA3 8.8 17.8 25.2
OW-C-N-CA3 14.3 8.5 -27.1
HD2-O-C-OW 1.0 -10.9 7.7
HD2-O-C-N 8.5 -1.7 -5.7

RC(OH)2NHR (I2) HD2-O-C-OW -0.1 6.7 6.4
HD2-O-C-N 3.0 2.7 -4.6
HW1-OW-C-O -0.1 6.7 6.4
HW1-OW-C-N 3.0 2.7 -4.6
O-C-N-CA3 16.3 -4.6 -32.8
OW-C-N-CA3 11.7 2.1 36.4

RC(OH)2NH+
2 R (I3) O-C-N-CA3 1.0 1.5 4.1

OW-C-N-CA3 2.6 3.3 0.2
HD2-O-C-OW -0.1 6.7 6.4
HD2-O-C-N 3.0 2.7 -4.6
HW1-OW-C-O -0.1 6.7 6.4
HW1-OW-C-N 3.0 2.7 -4.6

Table 2.12: Fitted parameters of the planar angle potentials (R=CH3), (Eq. 2.4).

Angle A0 [kJ/mol] α0 [°]

RCO−OHNHR RC(OH)2NHR RC(OH)2NH+
2 R

(I1) (I2) (I3)

CA2-C-N 1140. 104. 109. 104.
CA2-C-OW 1140. 103. 100. 104.
CA2-C-O 830. 107. - -
CA2-C-O 1140. - 100. 109.
N-C-OW 1100. 108. 108. 103.
N-C-O 1260. 116. - -
N-C-O 1100. - 108. 100.
O-C-OW 1700. 112. 111. 112.
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Figure 2.3: Fitted energy profile for the stretching of the OW–HW2 bond of a water
molecule. Circles and triangles present the DFT results for restricted closed-shell and
open-shell calculations, respectively. Small plot shows how AVB charges reproduce the
ESP charges. Fitted parameters are presented in Table 2.10.
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Figure 2.4: Fitted energy profile for the CH3-C-N-CH3 torsional angle in the
CH3CO−OHNHCH3 (I1) molecule. Fitted parameters are presented in Table 2.11.
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Figure 2.5: Fitted energy profile for the CH3-C-N-CH3 torsional angle in the
CH3C(OH)2NHCH3 (I2) molecule. Fitted parameters are presented in Table 2.11.
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Figure 2.6: Fitted energy profile for the CH3-C-N-CH3 torsional angle in the
CH3C(OH)2NH+

2 CH3 (I3) molecule. Fitted parameters are presented in Table 2.11.
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Figure 2.7: Fitted energy profile for the O-C-OW-HW1 torsional angle in the
CH3C(OH)2NHCH3 (I2) molecule. Fitted parameters are presented in Table 2.11.
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2.4 Parameters Characterizing the Nonbonding Interactions in the
AVB Region

To parameterize the nonbonding interactions (Eqs 2.8, 2.12, 2.25) several model complexes,
consisting of two molecular fragments that take part in the model reaction path, were
formed. The molecules were taken in their optimal geometries. A complete set of non-
bonding valence interactions’ parameters is presented in Tables 2.13 and 2.14. The param-
eters were fitted to the results of the DFT calculations using the B3LYP method and the
6-31G+(d,p) basis set. The names of molecules used in this Section are shown in Figures 2.1
and 2.2

2.4.1 Proton Transfer in the Water – Ionized Carboxylic Acid Complex

A model complex was formed with a water molecule and an ionized carboxylic acid (A2−)
placed in the same plane so that atoms OW, HW2 and OD2 formed a linear hydrogen bond.
The DFT energy of such a complex was computed for various OW–OD2 distances with
the molecules fixed in their optimal geometries. The binding energy has its lowest value,
-64.0 kJ/mol, for an OW–OD2 distance of 2.7 Å where the zero energy level corresponds
to the separated molecules H2O and A2−. Next, the transfer of the HW2 hydrogen was
studied for selected OW–OD2 distances with other internal degrees of freedom also fixed.
The energy profiles are presented in Figures 2.8 and 2.9.
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Figure 2.8: The energy of a hydrogen bonded complex of a water molecule and an ion-
ized carboxylic acid (A2−) plotted with respect to the position of the proton between the
water oxygen (OW) and acid oxygen (OD2). Zero energy level corresponds to separated
molecules H2O and A2−. Solid lines present the AVB energy profiles. Squares, circles and
diamonds present the DFT results for OW–OD2 distances of 2.5, 2.7 and 3.0 Å, respectively.
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Figure 2.9: The energy profile for the OW of a water molecule approaching the OD2 atom
of an ionized carboxylic acid (A2−). Zero energy level corresponds to separated molecules
H2O and A2−. The solid line presents the AVB energy, and triangles the DFT results, for
various OD2–OW distances.

The solid line represents the ground energy eigenvalue of the three-state AVB Hamilto-
nian (H2O + A2−, HO− + H+ + A2−, HO− + A2) with intermolecular potentials V HB and
V IB (Eqs 2.12 and 2.25) parameterized to fit the ground-state energy of the three-state AVB
Hamiltonian to the DFT results. The V HB potential was applied to ow*· · · ok*, ow− · · ·
h, ok− · · · hw atomic types. For atomic pairs of type ow− · · · h+ and ok− · · · h+, the V IB

potential was applied. The results are presented in Tables 2.13–2.14.

2.4.2 The Nucleophilic Attack

In the AVB method the nucleophilic attack of the hydroxy ion on the peptide bond carbon
is modelled with three valence structures: CH3CONHCH3 (S) + OH−, CH3C+O−NHCH3

(S∗) + OH−, and CH3CO−OHNHCH3 (I1). The parameters of intramolecular interactions
in molecules S, OH−, and I1 were determined in the previous section. The parameters of
S∗ were taken the same as in S except for the equilibrium length of the C–N and C–O bonds
which were taken from the molecule I1. The C–O bond in molecule S∗ was additionally
polarized by shifting the partial charge from the O to the C atom to yield a −1 charge on
oxygen. In this Section the polarization energy (Ediss) for molecule S∗ and the parameters
of nonbonding interactions between OH− and S or S∗ molecules were determined. These
quantities were optimized simultaneously by fitting the ground-state energy of the three-
state AVB Hamiltonian to the DFT data.

The DFT calculations were performed for the system in two configurations. The first
corresponds to the state before the nucleophilic attack, with the peptide bond planar (sp2
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Figure 2.10: The energy profiles for nucleophilic attack of the hydroxy anion on the pep-
tide bond, plotted with respect to the distance between nucleophile oxygen and carbonyl
carbon. Zero energy level corresponds to the separated molecules. Circles and squares
represent the DFT results obtained for planar and tetrahedral configurations of the peptide
carbon, respectively. The solid lines represent the fitted ground-state energy eigenvalue of
the three-state AVB Hamiltonian (see Tables 2.13–2.14).

hybridization of the peptide carbon) and the hydroxy ion approaching the peptide carbon
from a direction perpendicular to the plane of the peptide bond. The fragments were
located in such a way that the OW–HW1 bond was coplanar to the C=O of the peptide
bond, the C-OW-HW1 planar angle was set to 120° and the O-C-OW-HW1 dihedral angle
to 0°.

In the second case the carbon was in a tetrahedral configuration (sp3 hybridization)
as in the I1 molecule. In both configurations the DFT energy was calculated for various
C–OW distances. The minimum energy was achieved for a C–OW distance of 2.8 Å and
1.6 Å for the planar and tetrahedral configurations, respectively, (see Fig. 2.10). These data
were used to fit the polarization energy and parameters of the ionic potential VIB between
the C and OW atoms.

In addition the DFT energies for the complex with a planar peptide bond and the
hydroxy ion approaching the neighbour atoms of the peptide carbon were computed.
These data were used to optimize the parameters of nonbonding interactions, described
with the V HB type potential, between OW and CH3, N or O atoms in the peptide fragment.
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2.4.3 Proton Transfer onto O− in CH3CO−OHNHCH3 (I1) – Neutral Carboxylic
Acid Complex

This proton transfer was modelled with three valence structures: I1 + A1, I1 + H+ + A1−,
and I2 + A1−. The complex was formed using optimal geometries of molecules I1 and A1.
The molecules were positioned so that the O-HD2-OD2 atoms were colinear and the angles
CG-OD2-HD2 and HD2-O-C set to 120°. The binding energy was calculated for various
OD2–O and OD2–HD2 distances and minima of −109.65 kJ/mol for OD2–O = 2.6 Å and
OD2–HD2 =1.1 Å were obtained (zero energy level corresponds to the separated molecules,
A1 and I1). These data were used to fit the parameters of nonbonding interactions VIB

between oxygens and H+, and VHB between oxygens of I1 (types om and oa) and A1
(types ok and ok-) as well as oxygens and appropriate hydrogens (types h and ha) of these
molecules (see Tables 2.13–2.14). The energy profiles are shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12.
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Figure 2.11: Plot showing selected energy profiles for proton transfer from neutral aspartic
acid onto the oxygen of the I1 molecule for selected OD2–O distances. Zero energy level
corresponds to separated molecules A1 and I1. Squares, circles and diamonds present the
DFT results for OD2–O distances of 2.4, 2.6 and 2.9 Å, respectively. The solid lines represent
the ground energy eigenvalues of the three-state AVB Hamiltonian (see Tables 2.13–2.14).
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Figure 2.12: Plot showing the selected energy profile for OD2 of neutral aspartic acid ap-
proaching the oxygen atom of the I1 molecule. Zero energy level corresponds to separated
molecules A1 and I1.

2.4.4 Proton Transfer from Neutral Carboxylic Acid onto the Nitrogen of the
CH3C(OH)2NHCH3 (I2) Molecule

The complex was modelled with a three-state AVB Hamiltonian with the following struc-
tures: I3 + A2−, I2 + H+ + A2− and I2 + A2. The CH3C(OH)2NH+

2 CH3 (I3) and RCOO−

(A2−) molecules were taken and a linear hydrogen bond formed between the OD2–HW2
and N atoms. The HW2-OD2-CG angle was set to 120° and atoms N, HW2, OD2, and CG
were located coplanar. The energy of the system was calculated for various OD2–N and
N–HW2 distances. Energy profiles are shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14. The intermolecular
potentials were parameterized to fit the DFT results in a similar way as in the previous
cases (see Tables 2.13–2.14).

2.4.5 The Breakage of CH3C(OH)2NH+
2 CH3 (I3) Molecule

The breakage of the tetrahedral intermediate I3 is a process analogous to nucleophilic
attack, but occurring in the opposite direction. In the AVB method the breakdown of
the intermediate is described with three valence structures: CH3C(OH)2NH+

2 CH3 (I3),
CH3C(OH)+2 (P1) + CH3NH2 (P3), and CH3C+1(OH)2 (P1∗) + P3. The DFT calculations
were performed for two molecular configurations. The first one was built up of P1 and
P3 molecules taken in their optimal geometries. The N-C-CA2 and CA3-N-C angles were
set to 88° and 121°, respectively. The CA3-N-C-CA2 dihedral angle was set to –160°. The
second configuration corresponds to the optimal geometry of the I3 molecule. In both
configurations the DFT energy was calculated at various distances of C–N (see Fig. 2.15).
These data were used to fit the ground state energy of the three-state AVB Hamiltonian.
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Figure 2.13: Plot showing selected energy profiles for proton transfer from neutral aspartic
acid onto the nitrogen of the I2 molecule for selected N–OD2 distances (zero energy level
corresponds to the separated molecules A2− and I3). Solid lines represent the ground
energy eigenvalue of the three-state AVB Hamiltonian (see Tables 2.13–2.14).
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Figure 2.14: Plot showing the selected energy profile for the approach of the OD2 atom of
aspartic acid to the nitrogen atom of the I2 molecule (zero energy level corresponds to the
separated molecules A2− and I3). Fitted parameters are presented in Tables 2.13–2.14.
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Figure 2.15: Energy profiles describing the cleavage of the reaction intermediate (I3). The
profiles are plotted with respect to the distance between peptide nitrogen and peptide
carbon. Zero energy level corresponds to the separated P1 and P3 molecules. Circles
and squares represent the DFT results obtained for planar and tetrahedral carbon con-
figurations, respectively. The solid lines represent the ground energy eigenvalue of the
three-state AVB Hamiltonian (I3, P1∗ + P3, P1 + P3) with intermolecular potentials param-
eterized to fit the DFT results (see Tables 2.13-2.14).

The model complex of CH3C(OH)+2 (P1) and CH3NH2 (P3) molecules was used to model
the intermolecular interactions in the breakdown of the tetrahedral intermediate. In the
fit the polarization energy of P1 and interaction parameters (VIB) for C and N atoms were
optimized.

2.4.6 Proton Transfer between Doubly Protonated and Ionized Carboxylic Acids

To obtain the intermolecular interaction parameters for this transfer a complex using
CH3C(OH)+2 (P1) and CH3COO− (A1−) molecules was formed. A linear hydrogen bond
was formed between O, HD2, and OD2 atoms. The C-O-OD2-CG dihedral angle was set
to 180° and the HD2-OD2-CG angle to 120°. The O–OD2 distance was modified, the DFT
energy calculations performed, and the minimum attained for 2.4 Å. The AVB parameters
were fit in the same way as previously described for other proton transfer processes. The
energy profiles are shown in Figures 2.16 and 2.17.
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Figure 2.16: Plot showing selected energy profiles for proton transfer from a doubly pro-
tonated carboxylic acid onto an oxygen of an ionized carboxylic acid for selected oxygen-
oxygen distances (zero energy level corresponds to the separated molecules, P1 and A1−).
Solid lines represent the ground energy eigenvalue of the three-state AVB Hamiltonian (P1
+ A1−, P2 + H+ + A1−, P2 + A1). Fitted parameters are presented in Tables 2.13–2.14.
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Figure 2.17: Plot showing the selected energy profile for the approach of the O atom of
a doubly protonated carboxylic acid to the OD2 oxygen of an ionized aspartic acid (zero
energy level corresponds to the separated molecules, P1 and A1−). Fitted parameters are
presented in Tables 2.13–2.14.
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Figure 2.18: Plot showing the selected energy profile for proton transfer between OD1
oxygens of two ionized aspartic acids (zero energy level corresponds to the separated
molecules, A1 and A2−). Fitted parameters are presented in Tables 2.13.

2.4.7 Nonbonding Interactions between Oxygens of Neutral and Ionized Car-
boxylic Acids

It is still questionable which of the oxygens (OD1 or OD2) of Asp25 is protonated (see
Fig. 1.3). In this parameterization the possibility of Asp25 to be protonated at OD1 oxygen
is also taken into account. To achieve this, appropriate interactions between the OD1
oxygens of Asp25 and Asp125, with the hydrogen between them, have to be additionally
modelled. These intermolecular interaction parameters (V HB potential type, atom types
ok- and ok*) were fitted to the DFT calculations for a complex of CH3COOH (A1) and
CH3COO− (A2−) molecules (Fig. 2.18). The molecules were located so the OD1 oxygens
of carboxylic acids and the hydrogen formed a linear hydrogen bond. The two CG-OD1-
OD1 dihedral angles were set to 138° so while the OD1–OD1 distance was modified OD2
atoms could be put in a closer distance.

2.4.8 Proton transfer from Neutral Carboxylic Acid onto the Nitrogen of the
CH3CO−OHNHCH3 (I1) Molecule

The RCO−OHNH+
2 R (I2’) molecule is a consequence of a proton transfer onto the nitrogen

of CH3CO−OHNHCH3 (I1) molecule (see Figure 2.2). This transfer is modelled with three
valence structures: I1 + A2, I1 + H+ + A2−, and I2’ + A2−. However, the I2’ molecule is
not stable. The optimization of I2’ molecule with the Gaussian’94 program [89] with the
B3LYP [90, 91] functional and 6-31G(d,p) basis set was performed. It resulted in either
two product molecules RNH2 and RCOOH aprroximately 3.5 Å apart or in an I2 molecule
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Table 2.13: Parameters for the hydrogen bond interactions (VHB
a,b ), (Eq. 2.25).

Type a Type b A0 (kJ/mol) α (Å−1) B0 (kJ/mol*Å6)

ow* ok* 4520. 1.5610 1070.
ok-,o hw 41400. 4.3310 –
ow- h 55200. 4.3930 –
ok h 143500. 4.8410 –
ok- ok* 6250. 1.5830 1020.
ok ok 70800. 2.9280 1380.
ok- h 41400. 4.3310 –
om ok* 66100. 2.7780 1630.
ow* ok* 4520. 1.5610 1070.
om h 2890. 1.4770 –
ok* ha 2400. 1.7780 –
ok* n 40500. 3.8780 1000.
ok-,ow- hn 13400. 3.4280 –
n* h,hw 30300. 3.1740 –
ow- o 79700. 2.8690 4280.
n ow- 42600. 2.8780 1430.
ch3 ow* 56100. 3.3250 9100.
na ok* 84200. 3.6280 4800.
ch3 na 69600. 2.6170 8790.

Table 2.14: Parameters for nonbonding valence interactions (VIB
a,b), (Eq. 2.12)

Type a Type b A (kJ/mol*Å) α (Å−1) B (kJ/mol)

ok- h+ 5510. 1.5560 5200.
ow- h+ 5600. 1.4240 4100.
ok h+ 6980. 1.7760 8080.
om h+ 8700. 1.8240 6270.
n h+ 4560. 1.1600 4650.
cn ow- 27100. 1.2120 7040.
cn+ ow- 5840. 1.2920 3370.
c na 4720. 1.5180 1000.
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since one of the hydrogens bonded to nitrogen drifted to form a covalent bond with
the negatively charged oxygen of carboxylic group. So this proton transfer could not be
parameterized in the same manner as the previous ones. The geometry of I2’ molecule was
therefore taken as in the I3 molecule with one of the hydrogens removed from oxygen.
Only the energy and ESP charges (Table 2.6) were calculated with DFT methods. The
ground state of I2’ was modelled taking appropriate parameters as in I3 molecule except the
parameters for bonds and angles that include O− atom which were taken as in I1 molecule.
The I2’ molecule was assigned the same valence types as I3 molecule and the nonbonding
parameters were taken based on this valence types according to parameterization of the
proton transfer onto N of I2 molecule. The parameters of P2∗ were taken the same as for
P2 except for the charges on C and O− which were set to 1 and -0.831, respectively. Ionic
dissociation energies and parameters of ionic structure coefficients are listed in Table 2.9.
Ionic dissociation energy for P2 → P2∗ was taken as in the fitted S → S∗ process.

2.4.9 Summary

This Chapter presented the DFT calculations performed to parameterize the potential en-
ergy surface in the AVB method for the reaction catalysed by HIV-1 PR. The modifications
of the previously developed AVB model were also described. This parameterization allows
to perform the MD/AVB simulations in which the reactions occurring in the active site of
this enzyme are accounted for. In the MD/AVB dynamics two regions of the solvent and
protein are distinguished: the AVB region described in a manner and with the parame-
ters presented in this Chapter and the classical surrounding environment described with
conventional force field. The energy of all interactions in the AVB region and its electro-
static and polarization interactions with the classical region are calculated within the AVB
formalism. The energy of all atomic interactions inside the classical region, as well as the
Lennard-Jones potential and bonding interactions across the border between the classical
and AVB regions, are calculated with the conventional classical Gromos’96 force field [7].
The total potential energy surface of the system is a sum of both the classical and AVB
energy terms. The MD/AVB simulations performed for the whole system are presented
in Chapter III.

The reliability of the AVB model may be, of course, discussed. One question that
can be asked is if the B3LYP functional and 6-31G(d,p)or 6-31G+(d,p) basis sets used for
parameterization give reliable energetic description of the considered chemical reactions in
vacuum. It has been checked and compared with various literature (e.g. [96], [95]) that the
results of the AVB method concerning proton affinities and the energy of the nucleophilic
attack are consistent with those computed with the MP2 method in similar bases. This
results could be, however, confirmed further by using methods based on a higher basis
sets and more precise treatment of electron correlation effects.

In the present description of the valence structures, formulae of elementary poten-
tials of the classical force field have been adopted. In particular, the potential used to
describe a single valence structure is a superposition of elementary nonbonding interac-
tions and bonding terms characterizing appropriate bond lengths and all types of angles
in molecules. It should be noted that it is possible to add more sophisticated elementary
potentials, e.g. the mixed bonding potential terms as used in extensions to some classical
force fields. Such approach may be a matter of discussion and is only limited by the effort
and time one can assign for the parameterization procedure.

Regarding the parameters itself, some of them may be better optimized and differen-
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tiated. For example aw in Eq. 2.16 can be fitted for every angular deformation connected
with the dissociable bond. Herein one value of aw is assigned for the whole molecule.
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Chapter III

Molecular Dynamics Simulations of
the Reaction Mechanism Catalysed by
HIV-1 Protease

3.1 Introduction

There are several questions regarding the mechanism of the reaction catalysed by HIV-1 PR
that cannot be answered by experimental means and are also addressed in this Chapter.
One regarding the location of protons in the active site has been described previously in
Chapter I. Others are, e.g. the position of the water molecule in the cleavage site, the
mobility of the active site environment, the stability of protein-substrate interactions, and
the protonation state of the reaction intermediate.

Prior to molecular dynamics simulations of the modelled complex a special relaxation
procedure had to be applied due to the addition of a water molecule to the active site
and some alterations of the inhibitor. The modifications of the initial HIV-1 PR : MVT-101
crystal structure are described in Section 1.2.2. The active site region had to be gradually
relaxed what involved a series of energy minimization runs. Afterwards, the standard
thermalization was carried out. First, however, as a test performance calculations were
carried out for a system in vacuum. Such effort was taken to check if the HIV-1 PR molec-
ular dynamics simulations can be reliably performed for an isolated protein what would
greatly lower the computational time in further MD/AVB calculations. The conclusions
are presented in this Chapter. Next, the system was solvated and molecular dynamics
was performed with explicit solvent and mobile ions. All atom names that appear in this
Chapter are presented in Figures 1.3, 2.1, and 2.2. The word atoms is used meaning either
the nuclei or their positions.

3.2 Equilibration and Thermalization of the HIV-1 PR : Substrate
Complex

3.2.1 Energy Minimization

As a first step, a topology file for the modelled system with the classical interaction pa-
rameters was prepared. Atomic charges used for the minimizations were based on the
Gromos’96 force field (B-version) [7], suitable for applications to macromolecules with
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implicit solvent. However, several modifications of the parameters have been applied in
order to neutralize strong electrostatic field which may be generated, e.g. by solvent-
exposed charged side chains that are not surrounded by explicit water molecules, or to
provide stronger interactions for pairs of charged amino acids. The first alterations con-
cerned the single charged residues on the surface of the protein. Thus, the electrostatic
charges of all terminal atoms of Glu21, Glu121, Lys41, Lys141, Lys55, Lys155, Lys70 and
Arg114 were set to zero. Secondly, for some amino acids that are grouped in pairs or
sets of three, or are situated inside the protein, the A-version of the Gromos’96 force field
(suitable for applications to proteins with explicit solvent) was applied. It refers to Arg8,
Asp25, Asp29, Arg108, Asp129 and Asp125 residues. In the HIV-1 PR : MVT-101 crys-
tallographic complex, on which the calculations are based, two α-amino-N-butyric acids
replace cysteines 67 and 95 in each monomer. Such residue was build on the basis of the
alanine in the Gromos’96 topology file and the charge on the additional Cγ carbon was
set to zero as in the united atom model. The modified inhibitor, a peptide consisting of
6 residues, is neutralized from one side by the acetyl group CH3-CO and from the other
side by the CO-NH2 group. The CO charges were taken as in the peptide bond, for the
CH3 group were set to zero within the united atom model, and for the NH2 group as in
the glutamine and asparagine residues of the Gromos’96 charges.

Hydrogens were added with the HBUILD command of CHARMm22 [41, 42] and the
united atom model was used. After the structural and charge modifications the positions
of hydrogens of crystallographic waters were optimized with 100 steps of the steepest
descents method followed by 200 steps of the conjugate gradients minimization method.
The dielectric constant ε was set to 4. All further minimizations were performed with
the same procedure. The next step was the optimization of all the protein hydrogens’
positions except those of Asp25, catalytic water (207), the water situated above and close
to the modified inhibitor (301), and HN of the hydrolyzable peptide bond. Afterwards,
the positions of all atoms of crystallographic waters (except 207 and 301) were optimized.
Later, the active site atoms of Asp25 and 125, the substrate residues Met203 and 204,
waters 207 and 301, and the residues of the flap region (numbers: 48 to 53 and 148 to 153)
were relaxed with 50 steps of the conjugate gradients method. Cα atoms were constrained
during this simulation. Further on, the bond and planar angle constraints (the harmonic
force constant of 400 [kJ/mol·Å2] as a starting value) were gradually decreased every 50
steps of the conjugate gradients minimization. So finally, with no constraints applied, the
active site atoms could adjust themselves to the rest of the protein.

3.2.2 Thermalization Procedure

The prepared structure was then subject to thermalization in vacuum. The potential energy
surface included the AVB parameterization in the active site region (see Chapter II) and
Gromos’96 force field parameters for the rest of the enzyme. However, this thermalization
attempt was not successful even though some alterations of the standard Gromos’96 force
field parameters to neutralize the system have been applied as described in 3.2.1. When the
temperature reached 200K in the NVT ensemble the modelled system was not stable and
the molecular dynamics simulations in vacuum could not be continued. It was therefore
decided to perform MD simulations with explicit water and ions.

Following such conclusions the protein was solvated in an octahedral box of SPC water
molecules [97]. The width of the box was set to 7 Å from the border of the solvent
accessible surface. Most (94 of 113) water molecules observed in the crystal structure were
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preserved. It involved the waters buried inside the protein, and those situated close to
the surface and hydrogen bonded to the amino acids on the surface of the enzyme. In
total, the box was filled with 5572 water molecules. The parameters of the force field were
changed to those used for the system with explicit solvent (A-version).

A 20ps MD simulation of the solvent at 300K temperature (with the protein fixed)
was performed with a time step of 0.25fs. Velocities were generated every 5ps from the
Maxwellian distribution at temperature of 100K. The relaxation time of the thermal bath
was set to 0.01ps. The pair list was updated every 10 steps with a cut-off of 12 Å. The
cut-off radius used in long range interactions and in the reaction-field calculations was set
to 14 Å. The truncated octahedron periodic boundary conditions were used.

In order to neutralize the modelled system the next step involved adding the charged
ions. Fourteen waters were replaced by ten Cl− and four Na+ ions. The ions were located
at positions of the chosen water oxygens. They were added to neutralize the singly charged
residues on the surface of the protein and the groups of three charged amino acids situated
close to one another. After the addition of ions the overall charge of the system (excluding
the aspartyl dyad of the active site) was equal zero.

Then in order to adjust both the solvent and ions to the protein crystallographic struc-
ture molecular dynamics simulations of the water and ionic environment were carried out.
Ten 0.1ps runs at 300K temperature with a time step of 0.25fs with velocities reassigned
each time at temperature of 100K were performed. Only the water and ion atoms were
allowed to move. Next a 20ps dynamics of the solvent and ions at 300K with velocities
reassigned every 5ps at temperature 100K was carried out.

Then the structure underwent the standard thermalization procedure with the potential
energy surface including the AVB parameters for the active site and Gromos’96 force field
for the rest of the system. The MD/AVB runs where performed for the first valence bond
structure: A1c + H2Oc + A2−g + Sc (see Section 2.2.2). The solvent atoms were positionally
restrained (to allow for some flexibility of the system) using a harmonic force constant of
2.5·104 [kcal/mol·Å2] as in the standard exemplar input of the Gromos’96 package. A 5ps
run in the NVT ensemble at 10K temperature with a time step of 0.5fs was performed.
Then a 30ps run with velocities generated every 5ps and temperature increased by 50K
from 50K to 300K also every 5ps was carried out with a time step of 0.5fs (see Table 3.1).
The solute atoms were free to move, however, some additional constraints were applied
to the active site atoms as listed in Table 3.1. The constraints were applied to conserve
the hydrogen bonds in the active centre and to keep the position of the added lytic wa-
ter between the aspartic acids. The distances Gly27:N–Asp25:OD1, Gly27:N–Asp125OD1,
Gly127:N–Asp25:OD1, Gly127:N–Asp125:OD1 were restrained using the harmonic poten-
tial energy functions with a changeable force constant at a reference distance of 3 Å. The
above hydrogen bonds and strong dipoles of the Thr26–Gly27 and Thr126–Gly127 pointing
toward the negative charge of aspartyl dyad are said to be responsible for maintaining the
position and planarity of aspartates. The other active site atoms listed in Table 3.1 were
restrained using one-sided harmonic potential energy functions, i.e. the restraining func-
tion was applied only when the actual distance between the restrained atoms was larger
than the reference distance.

The solute was heated to 300K during 35ps dynamics and the next step was to gradually
free the solvent atoms and to allow the movement of the whole system. This was done
by decreasing the harmonic force constant, applied for restraining the solvent atoms, by
2 to 1.25·104 [kcal/mol·Å2] and by 4 to 0.625·104 [kcal/mol·Å2] (two 10ps runs). The last
step involved a 100ps simulation at 300K with all atoms free to move and the constraints
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Table 3.1: Restrained atoms, reference distances and harmonic force constants applied
during the thermalization of the solute atoms of HIV-1 PR

restrained reference force
Temperature Time distance distance constant

[K] [ps] [Å] [kJ/mol·Å2]

10 0–5 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 2.8 1000
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 1000

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Asp125:OD1 – H2O207:OW 2.8 1000

Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 3600

50 5–10 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 3.0 1000
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 1000

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Asp125:OD1 – H2O207:OW 2.8 1000

Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 3600

100 10–15 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 3.0 1000
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 1000

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Asp125:OD1 – H2O207:OW 2.8 500

Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 1800

150 15–20 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 3.0 1000
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 500

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Asp125:OD1 – H2O207:OW 2.8 500

Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 1800

200 20–25 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 3.0 1000
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 500

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 900

250 25–30 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 3.0 1000
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 500

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 900

300 30–35 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 3.0 1000
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 500

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 900

300 35–155 Met203:C – H2O207:OW 3.0 500
Asp25:OD2 – H2O207:OW 2.8 500

Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O 2.8 500
Gly27,127:N – Asp25,125:OD1 3.0 900
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decreased. The relaxation time of the thermal bath in the calculations where protein was
allowed to move was set to 0.1ps.

The root mean square (rms) deviation of the averaged thermalized structure (30 coordi-
nates of the last 15ps of thermalization taken at equal intervals) with the crystallographic
structure taken as a reference was calculated. The rms value equals 1.78, 1.80 and 2.14 Å
for the Cα carbons (408 atoms), backbone (1616), and the heavy solute (3146) atoms, re-
spectively.

3.3 MD/AVB Simulations

The first aim was to check if the parameterization of the potential energy surface in the
active site works within the system and allows to perform reliable molecular dynamics
simulations. The first step of the reaction, i.e. the dissociation of the lytic water molecule
and the nucleophilic attack of the resulting hydroxy anion on the peptide bond carbon in-
volved only eight valence structures in the AVB region (1–6 and 13, 14 of the first proposed
model – see Section 2.2.2). So a 100ps molecular dynamics run of the whole system in the
NVT ensemble at 300K temperature and a time step for integration of 0.5fs was performed.
Figure 3.1 shows the rms deviations from the modified and minimized crystal structure
and the averaged thermalized structure (30 coordinates of the last 15ps of thermalization
taken at equal intervals). The rms value was calculated every 2.5ps (last 30 frames were
taken at equal intervals and averaged coordinates were generated).

The proton transfer did not happen during this simulation but obviously the time
was too short for the reaction to occur. However, the distance fluctuations in the ac-
tive site are significant and in a larger time scale it may be possible that the proton is
transferred onto Asp125 and a hydroxy anion is formed. Figure 3.2 shows the changes
of H2O207:HW2. . . Asp125:OD2, H2O207:HW2–H2O207:OW, H2O207:OW. . . Asp125:OD2
distances during a 100ps simulation.

The minimal, maximal, and mean values with the standard deviations of the above
distances during the 100ps simulation are shown below:

atoms minimal maximal mean stddev [Å]
distance [Å] distance [Å] distance [Å]

H2O207:HW2 – Asp125:OD2 0.97 2.17 1.47 0.13
H2O207:HW2 – H2O207:OW 0.91 1.96 1.09 0.06
H2O207:OW – Asp125:OD2 2.17 3.03 2.50 0.10

If the nucleophilic attack is to occur, the change in hybridization of the peptide bond
carbon (C) and the formation of the bond between OW and C atoms is a must. The
C. . . OW distance in the 100ps simulation varies between 2.6 and 3.2 Å. The [CA2 N C O]
improper angle maximal and minimal values are −2° and 34° with an average value of only
16± 5°. This values, however, are far too small for the formation of any of the tetrahedral
intermediate.

As mentioned before (Section 1.2.4 and Figure 1.10) the crystal structure with MVT-
101 inhibitor includes a water molecule (301) which links the inhibitor with the flaps
via two pairs of hydrogen bonds. It is assumed that this water molecule helps bind the
substrate in a conformation conductive to cleavage and is important for maintaining the
structure of the complex. Thus it was left in the MD/AVB simulations with the substrate.
During the 100ps dynamics its hydrogen bonds with the enzyme atoms are conserved. The
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Figure 3.1: Changes of the rms value during the 100ps of the MD/AVB simulation. Filled
and opaque symbols show the rms deviation from the crystal and averaged thermalized
structures, respectively. Circles refer to the main chain atoms (1616) and squares to heavy
solute atoms (3146).

minimal, maximal, and mean values with standard deviations of the distances between
atoms hydrogen bonded to this water molecule in the 100ps MD/AVB simulation are
shown below:

atoms minimal maximal mean stddev [Å]
distance [Å] distance [Å] distance [Å]

H2O301:OW – Ile50:N 2.68 4.97 3.48 0.35
H2O301:OW – Ile150:N 2.56 4.07 2.96 0.22
H2O301:OW – Meta204:O 2.44 3.83 2.84 0.19
H2O301:OW – Ile202:O 2.45 4.81 2.95 0.31

aNLeu in the HIV-1 PR : MVT-101 complex

The changes of the Asp125:OD1 – Asp25:OD1 (Figure 1.3) distance were also traced
in the simulation. This distance in all known crystal structures, native and with various
inhibitors, varies between 2.6 and 3 Å. For example in the 3HVP native structure it equals
3.0 Å [13], in the complex with MVT-101 inhibitor [20] it reaches even 2.7 Å. In the stud-
ied case, the minimal distance between the “inner” oxygens is 2.93 Å and the maximal
one 4.26 Å with the average value of 3.47± 0.18 Å over the 100ps trajectory.
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Figure 3.2: Distances between hydrogen bonded atoms of Asp125 (OD2) and the lytic
water (OW and HW2) in the 100ps of the MD/AVB simulation.

The short distance between the “inner” oxygens indicates that if these atoms do not
share a proton (as in the studied case), they should form a hydrogen bond with a water
molecule 207. Such hydrogen bond was found between Asp125:OD1 and HW1 of the lytic
water with a mean distance of 3.47 ± 0.21 Å. However, this water molecule experiences
large mobility also forming and breaking the hydrogen bonds with the other OD1 atom
of aspartyl side chain (Asp25:OD1).

Also the planarity of the active site aspartates was reported during the simulation.
Most probably, the almost coplanar conformation of the dyad is crucial for the enzymatic
function and for the binding of a substrate or inhibitor. The minimal, maximal and mean
values of the [Asp125:OD2 Asp125:OD1 Asp25:OD1 Asp25:OD2] dihedral angle are equal
to −81, 30, and −21± 17°, respectively. Thus on the average the dyad keeps its planarity
in the simulations even though large fluctuations are observed.

The Asp25:Cγ–Asp125:Cγ distance was also recorded in the 100ps simulation and its
average value was equal 5.5± 0.2 Å.

A hydrogen bond was observed between Asp125:OD2 and Met204:N of the cleaved
peptide bond. The average distance between these atoms in the 100ps simulation equals
3.06± 0.25 Å with the values ranging from 2.30 to 4.85 Å.

The CA2. . . CA3 carbon minimal, maximal, and mean distances of the peptide bond
carbons (see Figure 1.3) during the 100ps simulation were found to be 3.4, 4.0 and 3.8 ±
0.1 Å, respectively.

The contributions of the eight valence structures were analysed during this simulation.
Figure 3.3 shows the c2

i contribution coefficients of each structure at each time step of
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Figure 3.3: The plot shows the contributions (c2
i ) of valence structures (see text for colours)

during the 100ps of the MD/AVB simulation.

the dynamics. The structures represent the model of Figure 2.1, are numbered as in
Section 2.2.2, and coloured as denoted:

1. A1c + H2Oc + A2−g + Sc - black line

2. A1c + OH−
g + H+

w + A2−g + Sc - red line

3. A1c + OH−
g + A2c + Sc - green line

4. A1c + H2Oc + A2−g + S?
c - orange line

5. A1c + OH−
g + H+

w + A2−g + S?
c - yellow line

6. A1c + OH−
g + A2c + S?

c - blue line

13. A1c + A2−g + H+
w + I1c - turquoise line

14. A1c + A2c + I1c - violet line

In conventional molecular dynamics simulation, generally, only the first structure in-
cluding whole molecular fragments would be accounted for. Herein, it can be seen that
the molecular fragments of the enzyme active centre are preferentially in their ionized and
polarized forms. Over the whole trajectory the main contribution comes from the 5th struc-
ture that includes the ionized water molecule and the peptide bond with the C=O bond
polarized. The first structure on the average gives only 10% contribution. The 2nd and
4th structures which give on average approximately 10 and 30% contribution, respectively,
also include either an ionized water molecule or a polarized C=O bond.
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In the next step eighteen valence structures of the first reaction model (see Section 2.2.2
were used allowing additionally for the proton transfer from the protonated Asp25 onto
the peptide bond oxygen. A 100ps run was performed starting from the thermalized coor-
dinates and velocities. The 50ps simulation yields an rms deviation value from the crystal
structure of 1.82, 1.85, and 2.19 Å and from the averaged thermalized structure of 1.14,
1.14 and 1.52 Å for the trace, backbone and heavy solute atoms, respectively. After 100ps
simulation these values are equal to 1.78, 1.79, and 2.24 Å for the crystal structure and 1.37,
1.37, and 1.78 Å for the averaged thermalized structure for the trace, backbone and heavy
solute atoms, respectively. This rms deviations after 100ps of MD/AVB simulation, com-
paring to the ones with eight valence structures, are approximately 0.3 lower with respect
to crystal structure and approximately 0.1 higher with respect to the averaged thermalized
structure.

During this run the proton transfer also did not occur. Regarding the fluctuations of the
distances they are of the same character as in the previous simulation. There is, however, a
different contribution of the valence structures during this run. Due to one more possible
ionized form, that of Asp25, the dominant structures are 8th and 11th, shown below, with
the c2

i equal on the average 0.29 and 0.37, respectively.

8. A2−g + H+
w + OH−

g + Sc + H+
a + A1−g

11. A2−g + H+
w + OH−

g + S?
c + H+

a + A1−g

These dominant structures contain the same elements (i.e. the ionized or polarized
molecular fragments) as in the previous calculations with eight valence structures. Addi-
tionally they include an ionized form of A1. There are also smaller contributions (approx-
imately 8%) of structures 5th, 9th and 10th.

5. A1c + OH−
g + H+

w + A2−g + S?
c

9. OH−
g + A2c + Sc + H+

a + A1−g
10. H2Oc + A2−g + S?

c + H+
a + A1−g

3.4 Steered MD/AVB Simulations of the First Step of the Reac-
tion

The reactions occurring in peptides and proteins happen most often on a time scale much
larger than 1ns, i.e. the typical scale for present molecular dynamics simulations. The per-
formance of 100ps of MD/AVB simulation was, of course, not sufficient for the reaction to
occur by itself taking into account that the nucleophilic attack by water is usually the slow
step of the cleavage process. Therefore, for an improved sampling of the configurational
space a time-saving technique was applied which is based on a deformation of the poten-
tial energy surface in such a manner that the system is steered to cross the energy barrier.
So, in the HIV-1 PR case, to gain the nucleophilic attack of the hydroxy anion in a shorter
time scale than in reality external forces were applied to the oxygen nucleus OW of the
lytic water molecule and to the peptide carbon nucleus C (see Figure 1.3). The distance
between these nuclei served as a reaction coordinate (r). The force is a consequence of
an external harmonic potential – U = 1/2k(r − r0 − vt)2 added to the Hamiltonian of the
system (k being the stiffness of the harmonic spring). The atoms were driven towards each
other along the C. . . OW line with the external force expressed as
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Fi = k(r − r0 − vt)
δr

δri
(3.1)

where v is the velocity with which the harmonic spring is pulled, t is the time step in the
MD/AVB simulations, and ri is the position of C or OW atom. This force corresponds to
the OW nuclei (more loosely atom) being pulled by a harmonic spring of stiffness k with
its end moving with velocity v.

A 72ps steered MD/AVB simulations, i.e. 144000 steps with a time step equal to
0.5fs, were performed. The initial distance between the C and OW atoms was set to
r0 = r = 3.15 Å. The driving force constant of k = 2000 [kJ/mol·Å2] was applied and
the velocity of the harmonic spring of v = −0.025 Å/ps was set. The distance between C
and OW atoms was changed up to 1.35 Å. The starting coordinates were taken after 50ps of
molecular dynamics from the equilibrated ensemble. To keep the hydrogen bond between
atoms Asp25:OD2 and Met203:O one-sided harmonic potential constraints (described in
Section 3.2.2) of 500 [kJ/mol·Å2] with a reference distance of 3 Å were applied. In the force
driven simulation the first proton transfer occurred around the 52ps of the simulation and
a transition state was formed (see Figure 3.4). During the transfer the OW. . . OD2 distance
reaches its shortest value (around 2.4 Å) and when the RCO−OHNHR (I1) molecular
fragment is formed this distance grows to the value of 3.2 Å. R refers to the atoms of the
model substrate.

Eight valence structures (1–6, 13, 14) were applied in the simulation of the first step of
the reaction in the steered MD/AVB simulations. The structures represent the model of
Figure 2.1, are numbered as in Section 2.2.2, and coloured as in Figure 3.5:

1. A1c + H2Oc + A2−g + Sc - black line

2. A1c + OH−
g + H+

w + A2−g + Sc - red line

3. A1c + OH−
g + A2c + Sc - green line

4. A1c + H2Oc + A2−g + S?
c - orange line

5. A1c + OH−
g + H+

w + A2−g + S?
c - yellow line

6. A1c + OH−
g + A2c + S?

c - blue line

13. A1c + A2−g + H+
w + I1c - turquoise line

14. A1c + A2c + I1c - violet line

The contribution of the structure coefficients changes during the process. In the begin-
ning those valence structures which represent the system before the transition dominate,
and in the final steps their contribution drops significantly as expected. This effect is
presented in Figure 3.5.

Prior to the proton transfer the contributions of the 1st, 2nd, 4th, and especially the 5th

structure are dominant in the AVB Hamiltonian. The 5th structure contains a polarized
C=O bond and a dissociated water molecule. Around the 50thps when OH− starts to form
a covalent bond with the peptide carbon, the contributions of the structures 1st, 2nd and
3rd containing either a covalent form of H2O or a covalent form of the peptide bond start
to lower. The 5th structure with all ionized and polarized forms grows to its maximal
value (its c2i reaches 0.7). The system is in a state where all the reactants are ionized and
then other molecular fragments start to form. After the proton transfer, the nucleophilic
attack, and the growth of the OD2. . . OW distance, the coefficients of the 1st, 2nd and 4th
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Figure 3.4: The plot shows the proton transfer from the catalytic water molecule to Asp125
in the force driven MD/AVB simulations. Dark blue, green, and red lines correspond to
OW. . . HW2, OD2. . . HW2 and OW. . .OD2 distances, respectively. The black line shows
the equilibrium length of the harmonic spring and the turquoise line the actual C. . . OW
distance at each MD/AVB step.
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Figure 3.5: The contributions of the structure coefficients (c2
i ) at each time step of the force

driven dynamics of the first step of the reaction (for colours see text).
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Figure 3.6: The plot shows the formation of the hydrogen bond between the peptide
nitrogen and the OD2 atom of Asp125. Black and indigo lines correspond to N. . . OD2
and N. . .HW2 distances saved every 0.05ps of the 72ps simulation, respectively.

structures become negligible and the 13th valence structure gains significant contribution.
The c2i of the 5th valence structure drops to 0.35. Also, structures 6th and 14th yield higher
contributions.

After the nucleophilic attack the I1 molecular fragment is formed with an sp3 hybridiza-
tion on the peptide carbon. The CA2. . . CA3 (see Figure 1.3) distance during and after the
nucleophilic attack is shortened to an average of 3.2 Å. The [CA2 N C O] dihedral angle
reaches approximately 45° and the planar angles around the C and N atoms gain the mean
values as in the sp3 hybridization.

Also a rotation of the C–N bond was postulated allowing the nitrogen lone pair to
form a hydrogen bond with the protonated Asp125:OD2 atom. The distances between
N. . . OD2 and N. . .HW2 atoms during the 72ps simulation are shown in Figure 3.6. It
may be clearly seen that the hydrogen bond is formed around the 54thps of the molecular
dynamics simulation.

Figure 3.7 shows the characteristic changes in the geometry of the active site atoms
during the MD/AVB simulations.

To check if the proton transfer and the following nucleophilic attack did not occur acci-
dentally, another simulation was performed from a different starting geometry taken after
42.3ps of the MD/AVB simulation presented in Section 3.3 and including eight valence
structures. The character of Figure 3.4 and the geometric features of the transition state at
equilibrium distance of C–OW (approximately 1.5 Å) are similar.

Also as a test case two calculations with different force constants were performed (1500
and 1000 [kJ/mol·Å2]). The first reaction step occurred and the characteristic features of
Figure 3.4 did not change qualitatively.
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Figure 3.7: The plot shows four frames from the steered MD/AVB simulations of the
HW2 proton transfer and the nucleophilic attack. Scheme 1a shows one of the starting
geometries; 1b shows the position of the HW2 proton midway between OD2 and OW
atoms; 1c shows the process of bond formation between the HW2 and OD2 atoms and
between the hydroxy anion and the peptide carbon; 1d shows the geometry of the transition
state just after the nucleophilic attack

Another calculation of the steered MD/AVB dynamics was carried out without any
constraints on the Asp25:OD2 – Met203:O distance. This was performed to see if during
the nucleophilic attack the above hydrogen bond is kept, what are the fluctuations of this
distance, and therefore what is the mobility of Asp25. During this simulation the minimal
and maximal distances between the oxygens were 3.0 and 5.4 Å, respectively, and the mean
distance 4.3±0.3 Å. The Met203:O and Asp25:H distance was in the range 2.1 – 5.5 Å with
an average value of 3.5± 0.4 Å. The hydrogen bond is therefore not stable over time and
is created and broken during this simulation.

The above calculations were performed with eight valence structures. Next step in-
volved the inclusion of the RC(OH)2NHR (I2), RCO−OHNH+

2 R (I2’) and RC(OH)2NH+
2 R

(I3) molecular fragments in the description of the active site (R refers to atoms bonded
to other fragments of the substrate). It resulted in the necessity of applying of twenty
one valence structures altogether. This was done to check if other molecular structures
are formed after or parallel to the nucleophilic attack and formation of RCO−OHNHR
(I1). The first nineteen out of the twenty one structures are the same as presented in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 for the first model. Additional two structures include the I2’ molecular fragment
(Figure 2.2) and are numbered 17’ and 18’:

17’. A1−g + A2−g + H+
a + I2’c

18’. A1c + A2−g + I2’c
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Another similar force driven simulation was performed with the starting geometry
taken from the previous MD/AVB simulations (Section 3.3) with the C. . . OW starting dis-
tance of 2.95 Å. The driving force constant was set to 2000 [kJ/mol·Å2]. The equilibrium
length of the harmonic spring was shortened 0.0000125 Å every time step. 132000 steps,
i.e. 66ps of the MD/AVB simulations were performed. No other constraints were applied.
The changes of the distances for the proton transfer and the nucleophilic attack are shown
in Figure 3.8 for the time steps of interest. The contributions of the structure coefficients
(c2

i ) are presented in Figure 3.9. In the beginning of the process the 11th structure gives
main contribution. It consists of all possible ionic fragments that appear before the re-
action. Just prior to the proton transfer its c2

11 reaches the maximal value of around 0.6.
Other structures present are 8th, 5th, 2nd, and 10th which also contain at least one of the
ionic molecular fragments. After the proton transfer their contributions drop and c2

i of
structures 15th, 17’th, and 13th increases. The 15th structure includes the just formed I1
intermediate molecular fragment and ionized aspartates. Also the 13th structure includes
the I1 molecular fragment and one of the aspartates ionized. With twenty one structures
after the formation of the I1 intermediate, another two proton transfers are possible (see
Figure 2.1 and 2.2), one onto Met203:O and the other onto Met204:N of the peptide bond.
It is questionable which molecular structure is formed first, I2 or I2’, or if both are. The
high contribution of the 17’th structure suggests that geometry optimal for I2’ molecular
fragment is approached. The contributions of structures that include the I2 molecular
fragment are negligible. Comparing this simulation with the previous one with only eight
valence structures included, one may notice that also the structure containing all either
ionized or polarized molecular fragments dominates. If other molecular fragments are in-
cluded (especially I2’), Asp125 is not necessarily forming a strong covalent bond with the
HW2 proton. The contributions of valence structures containing the protonated aspartate
(A2c) are not noticeable in the simulation. The acid most probably only accepts the HW2
atom for a short time and passes onto another proton acceptor (in this case the N atom).

3.5 Energy Checkpoint Between the AVB Parameterization and
DFT Calculations

To check if the reaction site is represented reliably in the calculations and how well the
parameterized potential energy surface describes the AVB region, additional test DFT cal-
culations were performed. Ten randomly chosen geometries characterizing the system
before and after the first proton transfer and the nucleophilic attack were taken. Only the
coordinates of atoms presented in Figure 1.3 were extracted. Their energies in vacuum
were calculated with the standalone version of the AVB program and averaged. Next, the
difference between these averages was calculated. The same difference was obtained with
the DFT calculations using the nonlocal hybrid functional B3LYP [90, 91] and 6-31G+(d,p)
basis set implemented the Gaussian’94 program [89]. For the DFT calculations explicit
hydrogen atoms are needed and they were added for the terminal carbons of the ex-
tracted atoms to form CH3 groups. The difference between the obtained average energies
is 117 ± 8 kJ and 145 ± 16 kJ for the AVB and the DFT calculations, respectively. The
geometries following the first reaction step had the peptide bond deformed and were not
optimized for the energy calculations. This is probably one of the reasons why DFT yields
higher difference. The parameters which were subject to fit in the AVB method were ob-
tained based on the DFT calculations for one or two molecular fragments at a time. In
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Figure 3.8: The plot shows a fragment of the dynamics of the HW2 proton transfer pro-
cess in the steered MD/AVB simulations. Dark blue, green, and red lines present the
OW. . . HW2, OD2. . . HW2 and OW. . .OD2 distances, respectively. The black line shows
the equilibrium length of the harmonic spring and the turquoise line the actual C. . . OW
distance at each MD step.
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Figure 3.9: The contributions of the valence bond structures (c2
i ) in the fragment of the force

driven MD/AVB simulation. The legend shows the numbers (see text) of the significant
structures and their colours.
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these energy difference calculations the whole set of molecular fragments was taken. So
the agreement is acceptable for the purpose of the MD/AVB calculations, and it may be
assumed that the parameterization reproduces the DFT calculations for the whole AVB
region to a satisfactory degree.

3.6 MD/AVB Simulations Following the Nucleophilic Attack

After the steered MD/AVB simulations of the proton transfer and the nucleophilic attack a
further run was carried out with no additional force and no constraints applied. The aim
was to check if the obtained transition state geometry is not deformed, locally stable, and
the reaction does not go back immediately. The geometry with the C. . . OW distance close
to equilibrium was chosen. As a continuation of the previous steered MD/AVB a 30ps
run of the whole system was performed with no constraints and using the combination
of eight valence structures presented in Section 3.4. During such simulation the system
conserves the geometry of the transition state. The mean C–OW distance was 1.51±0.05 Å
what is very close to the equilibrium distance of this bond in the RCO−OHNHR (R=CH3)
molecular fragment obtained with DFT calculations (see Chapter II and Table 2.1). The
OD2. . . HW2, OW. . . HW2, OW. . . OD2 mean distances were 1.06± 0.03 Å, 2.3± 0.1 Å, and
3.2± 0.1 Å, respectively, showing that after the transfer the HW2 proton was still bonded
to Asp125:OD2 atom. The main contribution belongs to the 5th and the 13th structure,
their c2

i mean value was 0.43 ± 0.02 and 0.45 ± 0.03, respectively. Structures 6th and 14th

gave also some small contributions. It is worth noting that the contributions of the first
four structures, describing the state of the system before this reaction step were negligible.

3.7 MD/AVB Simulations of Further Steps of the Reaction

After the formation of the I1 molecular fragment there may be a few possible paths which
lead to the breakage of the C–N bond. Three of them are accounted for in this study (see
Figure 2.1 and 2.2).

3.7.1 Proton Transfer from Asp125 onto Peptide Nitrogen

First, a test was performed to check which molecular intermediate is formed following
I1 and prior to I3. This is a continuation of a test performed in the steered MD/AVB
simulation with twenty one structures “switched on”. There are three possibilities: either
a proton transfer from Asp25 onto Met203:O may occur forming the I2 molecular frag-
ment or a proton transfer from Asp125 onto Met204:N forming I2’, or both may happen
simultaneously. The MD/AVB simulation was performed including molecular fragments:
A1, A1−, H+

a , A2, A2−, H+
w , I1, I2, I2’, and I3 (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2) which formed nine

structures altogether. The structures are numbered as in Section 2.2.2 and the important
ones during this simulation are coloured.

13. A1c + A2−g + H+
w + I1c

14. A1c + A2c + I1c

15. A2−g + H+
w + H+

a + A1−g + I1c

16. A2c + H+
a + A1−g + I1c
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17. A2−g + H+
w + A1−g + I2c

17’. A2−g + H+
a + A1−g + I2’c

18. A2c + A1−g + I2c

18’. A1c + A2−g + I2’c

19. A2−g + A1−g + I3c

The starting geometry was one of the geometries after the nucleophilic attack. The
coordinates and velocities were taken after the 65ps of the steered MD/AVB simulations
where eight valence structures were used. The starting C–OW bond distance was equal
to 1.52 Å. A 50ps MD/AVB simulation with a time step of 0.5fs was performed with no
constraints applied. A strong hydrogen bond was observed between the Met204:N and
Asp125:OD2 atoms. The appropriate distances are shown in Figure 3.10.

In the simulations strong fluctuations of the N. . . OD2 and OD2. . . HW2 distances were
observed. The HW2 proton quickly passes from the Asp125:OD2 atom and keeps a short
distance, of a mean value of 1.08 ± 0.09, to the nitrogen atom. This happens due to the
possibility of forming the I2’ molecular fragment after the inclusion of structures with
this fragment (17’ and 18’). This could also be seen in the previous steered MD/AVB
simulations with twenty one valence bond structures (see 3.4 and Figure 3.9) where the
coefficients of structures including the I2’ molecular fragment were visible after the nucle-
ophilic attack. After 23ps of the simulation while the hydrogen bond between the OD2
and N atoms was weakened and this distance grew significantly, the HW2 proton bonded
covalently to nitrogen stayed close to this atom.
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Figure 3.10: The plot shows the distances between the N. . . OD2, OD2. . . HW2, and
N. . . HW2 atoms in the 50ps MD/AVB simulation following the nucleophilic attack where
the I2’ molecular fragment is formed (see Figure 2.2).
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Considering the valence structures, the main contribution is given by the 15th and 17’th

structure. Again, the 15th structure consists of ionized forms of aspartates. It confirms
previous suggestions that the protons in the active centre prefer to be delocalized rather
than to form covalent bonds. The I2’ molecular fragment was formed what could also be
clearly seen while studying the geometries appearing in the trajectory. The contributions of
structures including the I2 molecular fragment are negligible. Thus, it is rather preferential
for the transition state to form a fragment similar to I2’. On the other hand, this molecule
was not stable according to the DFT calculations. However, one has to bear in mind that
I2’ in the protein is a part of a bigger fragment and must be considered as such. Also
one must not neglect the influence of the protein environment as it can allow for stable
geometries that are not such in vacuum.

Also the mobility of the C–N distance was traced during this simulation. It varies
between 1.42 and 1.90 Å with a mean value of 1.61±0.07 even though the breakage of that
bond was not accounted for in the construction of the AVB structures for this simulation.

3.7.2 Inclusion of the C–N Bond Breakage

In further calculations the I2 molecular fragment was left out due to the negligible contri-
bution of structures including it as observed in the previous simulations. An attempt was
made to simulate the rupture of the C–N bond in the reaction path presented in Figure 2.2
and including the I1, I2’ and I3 intermediates. This simulation took into account the pres-
ence of 13 molecular fragments in the active site: A1, A1−, H+

a , A2, A2−, H+
w , I1, I2’, I3,

P1∗, P1, P2, and P3 (see Figures 2.2) which formed eleven valence structures. Only a 15ps
MD/AVB simulation with these structures was carried out and further studies on that case
are being performed. The starting geometry was the one just after the nucleophilic attack
with the C–OW distance equal to 1.52 Å. No constraints were applied. In this simulation
dominant structures were: 13th, 15th, and 17’th numbered as in Section 2.2.2. However, the
I3 molecular fragment has not yet been formed, so the breakage of the C–N bond could
therefore not happen. The C–N distance in this short simulation grows as far as 1.78 Å
with a mean value of 1.6± 0.1 Å.

In the next step the last possibility was accounted for which allowed for the breakage
of I2’ molecular fragment. This corresponds to the right path of Figure 2.2. Two 50ps
MD/AVB simulations were performed starting from the geometry with covalent bonds as
in I1, i.e. following the nucleophilic attack. One simulation was carried out without any
constraints in the active site, the other kept the Asp25:OD2 and Met203:O atoms with one-
sided harmonic potential and a force constant equal 500 [kJ/mol·Å2]. This two processes
did not lead to the C–N bond rupture even though the fluctuations of that bond reached
as far as 1.8 Å. This process also needs further investigation.

3.8 Concluding Remarks

The current state of the MD/AVB simulations of the HIV-1 PR complexed with a model
substrate was presented in this Chapter. Some calculations are still being performed.
The parameterization of the AVB method presented in Chapter II works well within the
MD/AVB model. This allows for simulation of the reactions occurring in the enzyme
active centre.

The simulations show that in the active site the most preferable energetically and sta-
bilized are the structures consisting of ionized or polarized molecular fragments. They
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are not accounted for in conventional MD simulations while modelling, e.g. the Michaelis
complex. Such MD simulations encounter also other difficulties in modelling the active
site, and to avoid them approximate charge distributions are often chosen [16], geomet-
ric constraints are applied between the carboxylate moieties [96] or proton is positioned
midway between the aspartyl groups [98]. One should also note that conventional MD
methods do not model hydrogen bonds precisely beacuse most force fields do not include
specific parameters for strong hydrogen bonding.

The present study shows that the proton transfer process and the nucleophilic attack are
most probably concerted. The hydroxy anion is formed while the HW2 atom is accepted by
the OD2 oxygen of Asp125. This happens when the OW of the water molecule approaches
C at a distance of around 1.8 Å. During that process the hybridization of the peptide bond
carbon is changed from sp2 to sp3. In most biochemical descriptions this process is divided
into several steps.

According to the simulations, after the proton transfer and the nucleophilic attack
processes, the RCO−OHNH+

2 R (I2’) molecular fragment is preferentially formed (R denotes
carbon atoms bonded to other fragments of the substrate). After the sp3 hybridization is
achieved by the intermediate, the HW2 atom is transferred in a short time scale onto
the peptide bond nitrogen. However, there still remains the question of whether the C–
N bond is ruptured with such protonation state of the reaction intermediate or another
proton transfer onto the negatively charged oxygen of I2’ is to occur.

It has also been noticed that with the inclusion of the water molecule in the active
centre the hydrogen bond between Asp25:OD2 and Met203:O of the cleaved peptide bond
is not so strong and is being formed and broken during the dynamics. Following the
nucleophilic attack the proton transfer from Asp25:OD2 onto O does not occur. This result
is in disagreement with previous studies [99], but they were performed with a different
crystal structure and with a different model substrate.

On the basis of this theoretical model some other mechanisms may also be tested, e.g.
ones that do not involve the lytic water molecule and a nucleophilic attack is performed
directly by one of the aspartic acids. Only in the native X-ray complexes a distinct electron
density of this water is observed. It may also be the H3O+ ion. In the complexes with
inhibitors this density has not yet been found. There may be few reasons for this fact. The
HIV-1 PR inhibitors, being competitive, bind to the enzyme like protein chains do. Most
of them mimic the geometry of the substrate’s transition state analogue and contain e.g.
hydroxyl groups which displace water from the active site interacting strongly with the
aspartates. No X-ray complexes with substrates have been obtained due to the fact that
they are cleaved before they are crystallized or solved. So it is still questionable if the
mechanism with or without the water molecule is the right one. With small modifications
of the AVB parameterization this model excluding the lytic water molecule may also be
tested and preparations are done to do so.

Another test, yet to be done, is to perform the simulations including all the molecular
fragments presented in Figures 2.2 and 2.2 in one MD/AVB dynamics. Such study would
be more time consuming but would allow to deduce if the reaction occurs in sequen-
tial steps as in classical description of biochemical processes or is a continuous process
involving contributions of all the valence structures all the time.
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Summary

This thesis presents the computational modelling study of the protonation equilibria and
the reaction mechanism of HIV-1 protease.

The first part concentrated on elucidating the protonation states of titratable residues in
the free enzyme and in complexes with four different inhibitors. The ionization states were
also studied for the protein complexed with a model substrate, its sequence being based
on a real peptide cleaved by HIV-1 PR. The results show that the crucial aspartates in the
active site of the enzyme may have different protonation states depending on the type of the
bound ligand. The computed pKas were also compared with the available experimental
data. Two titration models were applied with two different dielectric constants. Their
quality was discussed. Treatment of proton positions has been improved allowing the
residues to adopt either of two neutral forms at each protonatable atom in the residue. To
do so the modifications of the titration procedure have been proposed and applied.

In the second Chapter the bases of the AVB method were presented and a new approach
to the formalism was proposed. The method was applied to HIV-1 PR what needed mod-
ifications of the procedure that was used previously with a different enzyme [3]. The DFT
calculations leading to the extended parameterization of the AVB method were described
and the full set of parameters obtained for the active site region was presented. The refined
AVB method together with Gromos’96 package (MD/AVB molecular dynamics) allowed
to simulate the reorganizations of chemical bonds in the active site. The calculations were
too short for the whole reaction to take place since most biochemical enzymatic reactions
occur on a time scale much larger than typical for MD simulations. Therefore, the steered
MD/AVB calculations of the first step of the reaction were carried out. This simulation
allowed the system to cross the energy barrier on a shorter time scale and the proton trans-
fer and the nucleophilic attack could be observed. Simulations of the further steps of the
reaction showed that one of the aspartic acids donates its proton to the nitrogen of the just
formed reaction intermediate. This process follows the nucleophilic attack. Studies of the
next steps of the reaction, especially the C—N bond rupture, require further simulations.
Some of them are being performed.
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